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ABSTRACT 
On February 14 and 15, 1978, a workshop on solar pOl<er development 
and thermal and thermochemical energy storage technology was held at 
Golden, Colorado. The meeting was sponsored by the United States 
Department of Energy and organized by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
These proceedings contain the record of this workshop. They are 
divided into two volumes. Volume I presents an analysis ap.d condensation 
of information discussed in r.ound-table plenary sessions, and also 
contains the executive summary, workshop agenda, and list of workshop 
participants. Volume II consists of the papers presented at the workshop, just as they were submitted by the authors. 
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FOREI~ORD 
On February 14 and 15, 1978, a workshop on solar power development 
and thermal and thermochemical energy storage technology was held at 
Golden, Colorado. The meeting was sponsored by til<" United States 
Department of Energy and organized by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
These proceedings contain the record of Lhis workshop. They are 
divided into two volumes. Volume I presents an analysis and condensation 
of information discussed in round-table plenary sessions, and also 
contains the executive summary, workshop agenda, and list of workshop 
participants. Volume II consists of the papers presented at the workshop, 
just as they were submitted by the authors. 
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Session 1 
OVERVIEW AND PROGRAMMATIC 
INFORMATION 
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Paper 1-1 
STORAGE APPLI CAT IONS ~!ORKSHOP ••• GOALS 
BY 
R. H. TURNER 
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY 
• EXCHANGE I NFORMATI ON REGARDI NG APPLI CfHIONS OF STORAGE 
IN POWER APPLICATIONS 
- DETERMINE PRESENT STATE OF STORAGE APPLICIHIONS 
TECHNOLOGY 
- IMPROVE COMMUNICATIONS BET\~EEN VARIOUS ~!oRKEP.S 
• PROVIDE A FORUM FOR DISCUSSING AND BRINGING TO LIGHT 
CERTAIN PERTINENT PROBLEMS 
• HELP FORMULATE POLICY REGARDING HHAT RESEARCH NEEDS TO 
BE PURSUED 
- WHAT SHOULD BE FUTURE PRIORITIES REGARDING STORAGE 
DEVELOPMENT FRor1 THE VIE~/POINT OF SOLAR POWER? 
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.I\NTJ C IPi\TED OUTPUTS FRDr·l Tilt WORKSHOP 
• DEFINITION OF PROBLEMS C4ND NON-PROBLEMS) \~H ICH ARE 
ASSOCIATED IHTH THE FIELD 
• GUIDANCE AS TO WHERE EFrORT FOR FURTHER RESEARCH IS NEEDED 
• FORr~ATION OF COMr-lITTEES OR GROUPS OF APPROPRIATE) TO 
RESOLVE CERTAIN POINTS 
• INCREASED COOPERATION BETltEEN VARIOUS RESEARCHERS 
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STORAGE APPLICATIONS WORKSHOP ... STRUCTURE 
FIRST DAY (TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 14) 
• OVERVIEW PAPERS (6 PAPERS) 
• PAPERS DISCUSSING SPECIFIC AREAS (9 PAPERS) 
• PLENARY SESSION 
• CASH BAR (5:30 - 6:30 PM) 
• DINNER 
SECOND DAY (WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 15) 
• 3 PLENARY SESSIONS 
• CATERED LUNCH (NOON - 1:00 prn 
• STRUCTURED WORKSHOP ENDS AT 2:30 PM 
GROUND RULE: ALL PAPERS ARE LIMITED TO 20 MINUTES, INCLUDING QUESTIONS: 
~ ~- .. r 1. 3 
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STORAGE WOP.KSHOP ••• PLENMW SE"S2TONS . 
• FOUR PLENARY SESSIONS; EACH 1 in HOURS 
• ROUND TABLE DISCUSSIONS: EVERYBODY P/\RTICiPATES 
• EACH SESS lOfl HAS THO CO-CIlAI RMEN 
• A COURT REPORTER \'fILL RECORD EVERYTHING THAT IS SAID AT 
EACH PLENARY SESSION 
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STORAGE I'IORKSBOP PROCEED I NGS 
TO BE PUBLISHED BY JPL 
COMPOSED Or TWO PARTS 
- ANALYSIS OF PLENARY SESSIONS (VOL. I) 
- Cor·~PILATION OF SUBMITTED PAPERS (VOL. II) 
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ENERGY STORAGE ~lODES 
• ELECTRICAL STORAGE (EXTERNAL STORAGE) 
- BATTERIES 
- COMPRESSED GAS 
~ HYDRO-PUMPING 
- FLYWHEEL 
• THERMAL STORAGE (INTERNAL STORAGE> ! 
- SENSIBLE HEAT (TEMPERATURe CHANGES WITH 
HEAT ADDITION) 
- LATENT HEAT (P~ASE CHANGES WITH HEAT 
ABDITION J USUALLY AT CONSTANT TEMPERATURE) 
• CHEMICAL STORAGE (INTERNAL STORAGE) 
- ENERGY STORED IN A CHEMICAL REACTION 
(USUALLY STORED AT AMBIENT TEMPERATURE) 
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DIERGY RTORAGE m A rooTER PLANT 
ELPm'RlCAL S'1'ORAGE (EX'l'ERNAL) 
BOILER 
- Solar 
- Conventional 
'80ILBR 
- Solar 
- Conven.tional 
Turbine 
Thermal 
Storage 
Unit 
Condense 
(Heat. 
I.tejectio ) 
Turbine 
Power 
ta 
Condenser 
~-------------------------~--------... ~~----------
.. 
! , 
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WTTAT KIND OF STORA% SHCPTl) B" SPE~TI'rBlJ FOR f\. PO'iER PLANT! 
SOlAR POWER PlAtT 
200 Hw-e 
100 Mw··e 
. ;:..--------......, 
Heat into 
storage 
Time of' Day 
BASELOAD POI-lER P!.ANT 
150 Mw-e 
~ lOO Mw-e 
.. ' :. Power into () 
Q.i storage 
Power "f>n,~rateG. 
ft'om s t'-'1r.:'l.Be 
-.- ._---
Time of flay 
The:"l"al storagE' allows a smaller 
t.l1 .... h·:ne-genemtor set and heat rejection 
nystem thlln wouF i)lectric storage 
because powp.r generating equipment 
conversion capability can be smaller 
than the maximum collected heat rate • 
Thermal storage has an inherent 
advantage for solar power plant 
--- - i 
Operation , 
f'rom o;toraS1!\ 
Electrical storage desIgned to allow baseJ.oad 1'.?we!' plant to fQn("~ ... :iem'Olnd 10M 
makes poso'l.bJe the min'l.mllrn r,t·,~e of power ger",r!lti.nf!; !iquiIl!lIent. If +;lwf,,·aJ. st')rl'.ge :l.s 
userl in this application. tie!! the power generatlng eqll1.l?lIlent must not only be sized 
l81'o;er than the b.asel"!ld averap;e, [.'IL also has a ""wer time utilization factor, whleh is 
ef·",.,omicaJ.1 y bad. 
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Alterraativ6& for Higih Temparatuire Heat 
Oil and Natural Gg$ 
• Clean but Limited 
- . - - - _... - . -. -,.-
,. Import p-rQbl~m / 6glgng~ of Payments 
Nuclear 
• Nothing More by 1985 Than Now Committed 
• Nothing Commercial Above 550°F 
Coal 
• Constrained 
• L09istics 
• Sitin9 
• Process Compatibility 
• Externalities 
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Su;rveyoifNeeds for Energy Sto,ra!ge 
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• SURVEY OBJEC1T1 VES 'FO DETERMI NE: 
Ql WHAT SliORAG:EREQUIREMENTS ARE KNOWN - WHAT REQUIREMENTS NEED 10 
BiE DElERMiINED? 
Q2 WHAT ARE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR fUTURE EFfORTS 10 DETERMINE S'FORAGE 
REQUIREMENTS AND CHARACtERISnCS? 
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Survey H!i'lhl:i,ghts 
QI WHAT STORAGE REQUI REMENTS ARE KNOWN - WHATREQUIRENlNTS NEED TO BE 'DElERMINED? 
Al.I I TO 2 hr MIN'IMUM lHERMAt STORAGE IS FELT TO BE REQUIRED FOR PlANT PROlECTWN AND OPERATIONAL STABILITY IN SOLAR tHERMAL POWER APPLICATIONS 
AI.2 2 TO 7 hr DEDICAliED STORAGE FOR EXTENDED OPERATION OF CENTRAL POWER SYSlEMS ARE COST EFF:TIVE 
I.. INSOLATION 
8am 5 pm 
AI. 3 STORAGE DISPATCH CRITERIA FOR CENTRAL POWER APPLICATIONS BASED ON ECONOMI'C DISPATCH METHODOLOGY ARE YET TO BE FUllY EXPLORED 
AI.4 STORAGE REQUIREMENTS fOR CENTRAL POWER APPUCATIONS ARE COMPLICATED BY "SHARED" STORAGE CONSIDERATIONS 
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,CIiJNmTHllNS FOR COST ANID FUEL SAV'IIN,GS 
TYPICAL 
... OPERATING 
POINT 
1 
1]S 
LOSE 
MONEY 
SAVE 
FUEL 
SAVE 
MONEY 
SAVE 
FUEl 
2 
HEAT RATE 
STORAGE EFFICIENCY, 1]S = 0.7 
STORAGE COST, CI,s = 60 $/kWh 
COMB. TUR'BINE COST, Clp .. 160 $/kW 
STORAGE DI SCHARGE II ME. Td .. 10 hr 
1. LOAD LEVElliNG ONLY 
3 
TO 
STORAGE 
TIME 
FROM STORAGE 
( mormaUzed tobaseload) 
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Survey Hlighl1ights Co,it'd 
Al.5 StORAGE REQUIREw:r,IiTS FOR DISPERSED APPLICATIONS (up to 23 hr) ARE COMPUCAtEDBY ARGUMENTS OF "COMPETITION" WitH CENTRAL POWER PtANTS 
Al.6 StORAGEREQUIREMENlS ARE COMPUCATED BY EVOlVING SOLAR THERMAL EIfCTRI'C SYSlEM CONCEPTS 
AI.l THE STATED STORAGE PROGRAM GOALS OF CONSUMER COST SAVIINGS AND PREM.IUMFUEL SAVIINGS CAN BE ACHIEVED 
BUT 
WAYS TO ACHIIEVE STAlED GOALS ARE SENSITIVE TO THE CHOSEN APPLICA-TIONS OF STORAGE 
AI.8 ACHIEVENfNT OF GOALS W:I Ll REQUliRE li,NCREASED CONS I DERATION TO BE GIVEN TO SYSlEM APPLICATIONS ANAtYSES 
AI.9 COST SAVINGS WI LL BE DIFFI'CULT TO ACH,I,EVE BEFORE YEAR 2(D) 
AI. 10 PREMIUM FUEL SAVIINGS CAN BE ACHIEVED NOW, WitH MANY CURRENT SOLAR PlANT CONCEPTS 
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Survey Highlights 
Q2 WHAT ARE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE EFFORTS TO DETERMINE STORAGE 
REQUIREMEN,IS AND CHARACTERISTICS? 
A2.1 ASSESSMENT OF POlENTlA,LIMPACT OF ENERGY STORAGE NEEDS 1f{'?EASED 
CONSIDERATIION-LAST 4 YEARS OF STUDY STILL INCONCLUSIVE 
A2.2 CONHNUOUS ASSESSMENTS OF STORAGE OpnONS ARE REQU.I RED 
~. A2 .• 3 DIRECTION AND THRUST OF STORAGE TECHNOLOGY EFFORTS CAN BE AIDED BY 
\ CLOSER COMMUNilCATION TIES WITH SOLAR APPLICATIONS PROGRAMS - AND 
~\,' ;; VliCE VERSA 
~\' ~' . A2.4 ADDITIONAL STUDY NEEDED IN OPTIMIZATION OF SOLAR UNIT. STORAGE. 
~ DISPAJiCH SIRMEGY. AND UnUTY I'NTEGRATION , 
" , 
A2.5 ENBRGY SliORAGE CONCEPTS FOR 1st GENERATION SOLAR THERMAL POWER 
PLANTS SHOULD BE RE-EXAMINED FOR TYPE (hi~her on. AND SIZE 
A2.6 INIDEPENDENT APPUCATIONS ANALYSES SHOULD BE CONlINUED. BUT 
DISSEMINATION, OF RESULTS WIliHIN THE SOLAR COMMUNITY NEEDS 
I MPROVEMENlf 
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Paper 1-5 
APPLICATIONS WORKSHOP: 
THERMAL STORAGE INTEGRATED INTO SOLAR POWER PLANTS 
SOLAR ENERGY RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
GOLDEN, COLORADO 
FEBRUARY 14-15, 1978 
HIGH TEMPERATURE STORAGE TECHNOLOGIES 
FOR 
SOLAR THER~1AL APPLICATIONS 
PRESENTED BY 
LARRY H. GORDON 
NASA-LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER 
POWER GENERATION AND STORAGE DIVISION 
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HIGH TEMPERATURE STORAGE TECHNOLOGIES 
FOR 
SOLAR THERMAL APPLICATIONS 
Larry H. Gordon 
NASA-Lewis Research Center 
Power Generation and Storage Division 
The general objective in the High Temperature Thermal Energy Storage Project 
is to develop the teChnology for cost and performance effective thermal 
'energy storage systems for end-use application sectors. ~he technologies 
include all sensible and latent heat storage for temperatures above approxi-
mately 250 C. Our primary applications include not only solar energy sys-
tems but also conventional electric power generation, industrial processes, 
transportation, buildings and communities. From this broad matrix, three 
major development areas and a SR&T base have evolved. As shown in Figure 
1, Project StroJcture, one of these major development areas is "Diurnal Heat 
Storage for Solar Thermal Power" for both Central and Dispersed Power Sys-
tems. 
The program logic established to provide promising technologies for these 
key areas consists of three major elements: System Studies, Concept de-
velopment, and Technology Validation. The System Studie= element is appli-
cation oriented and includes concept identification, techno-economic fea-
sibility, assessment, and conceptual design studies. ' The Concept Develop-
ment element is technology oriented and consi sts of laboratory sca1 e tech-
nology studies, component development, and engineering evaluations of speci-
ficcandi date storage concepts. The resu1 ts from these e1 ements wi 11 be 
used to select the more promising concepts and applications for Technology 
Validation. Within this element, proof-of-concept development and testing 
will be conducted on a systems scale sufficient to val idate the technology 
and provide reliable projections of costs for the selected systems. Tech-
nologies, which successfully complete these elements, can now be trans-
ferred to a DOE end-use Division or may be considered developed to the point 
of acc~ptance by commercial users. 
-
What technologies are available for high temperature solar thermal appli-
cations? What are the current high temperature activities applicable to 
solar thermal app1 icati ons? The remaining discuss i on focuses on answp.ring 
these questions as well as providing illustrative examples of four tech-
nologies which appear attractive as part of the "Diurnal Heat Storage for 
Solar liherma1 Power" key area. 
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An attempt to classify applicable technologies generated Figure 2, 3. Storage technologies cannot just include sensible and latent media. In-stead, the technologies must be "systems" oriented and include contain-ment as well as heat exchange. As is readily apparent, a large, multiple combination matrix can easily result. A similar classification of avail-able energy storage system technologies -for our key area "Peak Following Thennal Storage for Steam Electric Power" resulted in 50+ technologies for consideration. Because of system similar.ities with Central Power and Dispersed Power Applications, one can relistically anticipate a similar number of technologies for consideration. 
In the High Temperature" Thermal Energy Storage Project, the current pro-grams consider both sensible and latent heat. The sensible heat programs (indicated by title and contractor in figure 4) cover the following tech-nologies: 
o -High temperature water (HTW) in iron/steel, heavy walled vessels filled with scrap metal. 
0 HTW in pressurized, prestressed cast iron containers. 
0 HTW in lined. excavated caverns. 
0 Slag, packed bed at noo F. 
0 Oil/rock, gas/refractory brick 
0 Variable pressure. steam accumulator 
0 Rock bed. hot air 1000 - 1500 F 
0 Pebble filled trenches (underground) hot air. 
0 Hot oil filled. leached salt 
This latter sensible heat program is aligned to Solar Central Power and is currnetly being funded by DOE-Solar. Figure 5 illustrates this technology. Another potentia11y attractive technelogy fer Solqr Central Power is illus-trated in figures (6) and (7). This prestressed. cast iron. high pressure vessel is presently identifi-ed as a leading storage cencept for "Peak FollOWing Thermal Sterage for Steam Electric Pewer". 
Current latent heat programs are likewise identified in figure (8). In additien to the hydroxide and chloride media technolegies, active heat exchange technology can be associated with the Solar Thermal Power key area. Other technologies include: 
49 
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I 
o solid/solid phase change, sodium sulfate, packed bed 
o carbonates 
'. 
o metal alloy (eutectics) 
o passive heat exchange (tube and shell) 
o phase change modeling 
In this latent heat area, engineering evaluation testing h~s been recently 
completed on a sodium hydroxide water heater as shown in figure (9). Suc-
cessful testing of this module (performance, compatibil ity, etc.) stimulated 
consideration of a similar NaOH/Therminal-66 concept as a system technology 
applicable to Dispersed Power Systems. This concept, as well as other po-
tential technologies, is currently being examined by Sandia Albuquerque for 
possible engineering evaluation testing in their Solar Total Energy Test 
Facility, figures 10 and 11. 
The last example, figure (12), shows our current storage effort for chloride 
technology. This energy storage-boiler tank stores energy in a molten 
chloride eutectic and uses evaporation/condensat'ion of a heat transfer fluid 
for energy transport within the tank. 
In sunmary. numerous. promising technologies from High Temperature Thermal 
Energy storage have been presented. Some of thse concepts relate ~irectly 
to Solar Thermal Power applications. Other concepts. although closeiy 
aligned to other key application sectors, have potential for Solar Thermal 
Power.. As all of the key areas are develeped and with the possible addition 
of new thrusts in transpertation, energy transpert, and building/communities. 
ti'ie technelegy base will increase accordingly. Censequently. more tech-
nologies will be available for solar thermal power consideration. 
50 
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DIV'ISION OF ENERGY S1iORAGE SYSTEMS 
liHERMAL ENERGY SliORAGE AND TRANSPORT PROGRAM 
HIGH liEMPERATURE ENERGY STORAGE 
PROJECT I, 
NASA IlW I S RESEARCH CENTER' 
THERMAL Smk~l\GE FOR 
INBUSTRIAL PROCESS AND 
REJECT HEAT 
FIGURE I 
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MEDIA 
SENS I BLE HEAT 
LIQUIDS 
o HIGH TEMPERATURE WATER 
o ORGAN I C CO/VIPOUNIDS 
(0 I LS, SILl CONES) 
o INORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
. (SALTS, SULFUR, METALS) 
SOUDS 
-
o METALS 
(IRON I STEEL) 
o MINERALS 
(S I LI CONE, G RANHE) 
o CERAMICS 
~AUJMliNA, MAGN:ESIA) 
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LATENT HEAT 
SOLID I LIQUID 
o NITRATES 
o HYDROXIDES 
o CHLORIDES 
o CA R BONATES 
o FLUORIDES 
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o SULPHATES 
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THERMOCHEMICAL ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS - A REVIEW 
I. Introduction 
Thermal energy can be stored in three forms: (1) as sensible heat, 
(2) as latent heat of transitions, or (3) as chemical bond energy. In the 
third approach, energy, when available, is used to drive an energy-
consuming (endothermic) reaction; and energy is withdrawn from storage 
by reversing the reaction, thus effecting the energy-releasing (exothermic) 
reaction. Since thermochemical energy storage technologies are presently 
at an embryonic stage of development, one cannot seriously consider such 
systems for current use. 
The purpose of this report is to review the state-of-the-art of 
thermochemical technologies. CUl"rent research and development activities 
will be summarized, problem areas identified, and the future prospects of 
varied chemical systems and applications discussed. 
Specifically excluded from consideration in the present discussion are 
electrochemical, photochemical, and radiochemical reactions. This chapter 
deals solely with reactions in which thermal energy is stored and released 
as a consequence of net changes in chemical bond energy; therefore the term 
"thermochemical" is used. 
A. CharacteriBtics ofTbermo¢hemical Entlrgy $toragtl and Transport Systems 
The characteristics which are unique to thermochemical systems when 
compared to sensible and latent heat systems, are: 
.High Entlrgy DElosities - Thermochemical storage systems have energy 
storage densities (based on either mass or volume) ranging from about 
a factor of two to more than an order of magnitude greater than is 
possible with sensible and latent heat systems. 
Ambient StoragEl - Energy storage a t ambient temperatures is possible 
for thermochemical systems; i. e., chemical reactants and products 
can be cooled to alld stored at ambient temperatures, The ability to 
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store at ambient temperatures and still discharge at high temperatures 
has obvious advantages: chemical il)teractions between the media and 
storage container materials are avoided. insulation requirements are 
eliminated, overall system heat losseS are reduced. and potential en-
vironmental impact problems (e. g •• those resulting from storing 
copious quantities of hot material) are avoided. On the other hand. 
there is a penalty associated with storage at ambient temperatures: 
sensible and possibly latellt heats are rejected upon cooling the 
products to ambient. This reject heat may not necessarily be lost •. 
however. as it may be possible to recover it elsewhere in the chemical 
cycle. 
L()ng-T~r;n Storage - In ambient storage. long-term storage with 
litt~:' or no degradation is possible. thus making stlasonal or extended 
storage applications feasible • 
Transportaj)Uity - Chemical reactions can be selected so that the 
products and reactal1ts are easily transportable. e. g.. as gases in 
a pipeline. Therefore. the endothermic and exothermic reactors 
can be physically separated by long distances. 
Low-:i1:nergy Related Costs - The cost of an energy storage system 
can generally be divided into two categories: power costs and energy 
costs. The power-related costs are those associate'd with reactors. 
heat exchangers. etc.; whereas energy related costs are associated 
with raw materials costs. storage tank costs. etc. j and are generally 
low for thermochemical systems. 
While theSe characteristics may be considered advantages for many 
applications. they must be weighed against the following potential drawbacks: 
Furth~sJ From Stat~-of-the-ArJ - Thermochemical technologies are 
the least developed; and considerable amounts of time. money. and 
effort are required to develop thermochemical systems to com-
mercialization. 
Sy!!!t~m CQmRl~1!:ity - Thermochemical systems will probably be quite 
complex when compared with sensible and latent heat systems. Not 
only will individual components be complex. but interactions betwe,;>n 
various components will be needed in order to achieve acceptable 
total system efficiencies. 
B. Cucrrent State-c;>f-the-Art Analysis 
The technical disciplines important to the development of energy 
storage systems are given in Figure 1. Also listed for each diScipline are 
I' , 
problem areas which are generally unresolved at this time and which must 
be solved if a thermochemical storage concept ,\s to be developed success-
fully. A general discussion of the state of the art of these technical dis-
ciplines is given below to put thermochemical storage in the proper perspective 
relative to sensible and latent heat systems. 
Chemistry - The heart of a thermochemical energy storage system is 
the reverSible chemical reaction itself. Generally speaking, no such 
reaction is presently well enough understood to allow its immediate 
incorporation into a storage system. Consequently, a considerable 
amount of research and development is required to characterize any 
potentially useful reaction with respect to such parameters as reaction 
rates, side reactions, reversibility, cyclability, long-term perform-
ance, reproducibility, reliability, and impurity effects. For catalyzed 
reactions, moreover, additional questions concerning catalyst lifetime, 
degradation, and po~soning must be addressed. 
Heat Tr~sfer - Equally important to the thermochemical energy 
storage system are the chemical reactors and process-stream heat 
exchangers. Generally speaking, design techniques are available for 
predicting system performance. What is lacking, however. is in-
formation regarding such things as the thermophysical and transport 
properties of the various constituents of the chemical system and the 
effects of catalyst performance, reaction kinetics, long-term cyclic 
operation, to name a few, on heat transfer. Small-scale experiments 
are required to verify theoretical predictions before large-scale 
systems are designed and constructed. 
Materilds - Material compatibility and corrosion problems can be 
significant, the degree depending upon the temperatures of the storage 
operation and the chemicals involved. Ambient storage, however, 
mitigates the material problems to the extent that the corrosive 
conditions may now be confined to a fairly small portion of the total 
system. Unfortunately, the highest temperatures (and therefore the 
most oorrosive environment) are generally found in the most complex 
an.d expensive components of the system, viz., the reactor and heat 
exchangers. 
Chemical Engineering - Almost all thermochemical reaction cycles 
for storage or transport applications contain steps which are potent-
ially wasteful of energy and the net result is a much reduced effective 
energy density. As an example, COnsider the reaction 
(1) 
which has an attractively large heat of reaction of 1590 JIg. However, 
if one considers the fact that 594 JIg are lost in the condensation of 
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ICHEMISTRYl 
e REACTION IDENTIFICATION 
eREACTION RATES 
e REVERSIBILITY 
eSiDE REACTIONS. 
eCATALYST LIFETIME 
IHEAT TRANSFER I 
e REACl'OR/HEAT EXCHANGER 
DESIGN 
eCATALYTIC REACTOR DESIGN 
eVARIABLE CHEMICAl BED 
CHARACTERISTICS 
elNEFFICIENT GAS/SOLID HEAT 
TRANSFER 
I CHEMICAL ENGINEERINGl 
eFORMULATE OPERATIONAL CYCLES 
eOPTIMIZE CYCLE EFFICIENCY 
ENERGY 
I SYSTEMS ANALYSISl 
eTECHNICAL & ECONOMIC 
FEASIBILITY STUDIES 
e COST/BENEFIT STUDIES 
e IDENTIFY REQUIRED R&D 
rMATERIALSl 
eCOMPATIBILITY 
eCORROSION 
elMPURITY EFFECTS 
elNEXPENSIVE MATERIALS OF 
CONSTRUCTION 
Figure 1. Technical disciplines necessary to the development of 
energy storage systems. 
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H20 and the sensible heats associated with H20 and CaO, the net 
energy density is only 996 JIg. The solution, of course, is to use the heat of condensation and sensible heats for secondary purposes; therein lies one of the technical challenges that must be met if the thermochemical system is to be used to its best advantage. Oper-
ational cycles must also be optimized, and the recovery and r!:l-use 
of potential rejected energies are necessities for the development of 
economically viable thermochemical energy storage and transport 
systems. 
Systems~alysis - In addition to the fundamental investigations described above, systems analyses must be performed. These 
studies are required to establish the technical and e~onomic feasi-bility of a proposed concept,. to identify required research, and to 
establish the relative merits of the proposed system as compared 
with competing technologies. These studies must continue throughout the development process in order to filter in new information as it becomes available and to ensure that the concepts being developed 
will be technically and economically viable. 
In summary, thermochemical technology is at a very early stage of development, and much is needed in the way of technology development in 
each of the five technical disciplines shown on Figure 1 before one can 
accurately assess the potential of thermochemical techniques, let alone develop thermochemically based concepts to the point of commercialization. Current efforts (described in greater detail below) are directed at fairly 
specific problems in each discipline. Very little work is going on which can be considered systems development. 
II. . Background 
./\. ThermodY!1aIQ.ics of Reacj;ionEi 
" ••• any reaction or change of state that appears 
with increasing temperature on an equilibrium 
. temperature-composition phase diagram must 
necessarily occur with the absorption of heat and 
a positive entropy change. "1 
This statement is as valid as the First and Second Laws of Thermo-dynamics. When applied to thermochemical reactions of interest for energy storage applications, it indicates that they must necessarily have positive enthalpy and entropy changes when written in the enel'gy charge (endothermic) direction. Furthermore, the endothermic process will necessarily take place at a temperature greater than the exothermic process (unless one does additional work to the system). 
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Since thermodynamics forms the basis from which reactions are 
selected, it is appropriate to review briefly the relevant thermochemical 
quantities and examine their interdependence. For the sake of simplicity, 
assume standard states for all reactants and products, and ~Cp = 0 for 
the reaction. One can then define a temperature T~q as 
(2) 
where ~H298 and ~S298 are the enthalpies and entropies of reaction at 298 K. 
If T > TO , the endothermic reaction proceeds; for T < TO , the exothermic 
~ ~ 
reaction proceeds. The enthalpy is essentially fixed if one selects (1) the 
storage application and (2) the class of reaction. The former determines 
TO , since the source and end-use temperatures are defined, and the latter 
eq 
fixes ~S298' since entropy changes are essentially constant for a class of 
reactions. Therefore, while one generally seeks to maximize energy 
denSity. a realistic limit is set. Conversely. if one assumes a specific 
application (fixes T~q) and a desired energy density (fixes ~H298)' then the 
required ~S298 is fixed and one is restricted to a specific class of reactions. 
One also notes that given a class of reactions, as the storage temperature 
increases so does the theoretical energy storage density. 
Inasmuch as the interplay between ~H298' 88298, and T~q has been 
discussed, it is appropriate to explore factors which govern their magnitudes. 
The change in entropy depends mainly upon the phase characteristics of the 
reactants and products, and generalizations can be made relating the magni-
tude of the entropy change to the class of reaction. 80me familiar examples 
are Trouton's rule (entropy of vaporization at the normal boiling point is 
-92 J/K/mole) and Richard's rule (the entropy of fusion of metals is -9.2 
J/K/g. at.). The following reaction characteristics are associated with 
positive entropy production: net increase in number of molecules, net 
increase in molecular complexity, net increase in number of gaseous 
species, and an increase in number of liquid species. It is beyond the 
scope of this review·to detail the methods used to estimate entropy changes, 
but a few quantitative remarks are useful to help orient the reader. ,"Vhen 
reactants and products are all solids, the entropy change will be within a 
few entropy units of zero. The greatest entropy change is associated with 
the production of gaseous species (e, g., a net increase of one diatomic gas 
molecule is associated with an entropy change of -170 J/K/mole gas). 
The magnitude of the enthalpy change depends primarily upon the 
l'.loh,cular bond chemistry, and is a direct measure of the net change in 
bond energy. Also, TO is a measure of bond energy; that is, the greater 
eq 
the energy, the higher is the temperature required to cause bonding re-
arrangements. 
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The concept of a singular turning temperature TO is a reasonable eq 
simplification when one considers reactions which do not involve gaseous species. However, if gaseous products are formed during the endothermic reaction, the magnitude of TO is affected to the extent that the equilibrium eq 
constant K depends on pressure eq 
T 
eq 
~H298 
• (3 ) 
The magnitude of the effect of pressure is illustrated on Figure 2, where T is plotted against pressure P for several candidate reaction systems. eq 
Equations (2) and (3) lose their significance when reactions which involve both gaseous reactants and products are analyzed, in which case the reactions typically reverse directions gra!1ually over a range of temperatures. As an illustration of the thermodynamics involved, con-sider the reaction 
(4) 
When we assume the system to be charged initially with n moles of S03' if 
x moles of 02 form, . the amounts of S03 and S02 in a closed system at temperature T and total pressure P T are (n - 2:11:) and 2x, respectively. The partial pressures of S03' S02' and 02 are therefore given by: 
PSO = 
(n - 2x) P 
(n + x) T , 3 (5 ) 
PSO = 
2x P (n + x) T , 2 (6) 
P = x .. P 
°2 (n + x) T • (7) 
The free energy of reaction (with gas ideality assumed) is giv~n by 
- 2 . / 2 
= ~FT + RT In (PSO Po PSO ) 2 2 3 
(8) 
and at eqUilibrium, ~ F T = O. Substituting Equations (5), (6), and (7) into 
Equation (8), one derives an expression relating P T, T, and x: 
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(9) 
The solution of Equation (9) is given in Figure 3. where x is represented as 
the degree of S03 dissociation. Note that the reaction 2S03 = 2S02 + 02 
reverses direction (fraction S03 converted varies from 0.1 to 0.9) over a 
temperature range of -450 K. Furthermore. as the pressure increases. 
the curves are displaced to higher temperatures. 
B. Candidate Reactions 
Selection Criteria--When one is selecting a thermochem.ical reaction 
for use in a storage application. the criteria which must be considered include 
Thermodynamic Requirements - Suitable values for AH and T, such 
that operational temperatures and desired energy densities are met. 
R~versibi1ity - Reactions must be reversible with no significant side 
reactions or changes in reaction rates with time. 
Re;;l(:tion Rates - The rates of the forward and reverse reactions must 
be rapiq eriough to satisfy energy input and output requirements. 
Controllable - One must be able to turn reactions on and off as 
required. 
Eaj;le of Storage - The reactants and products must be conducive to 
Simple and inexpensive storage. 
Safe - The chemicals should not pose insurmountable safety hazards 
Cili'eto chemical corrosivity, tOXicity, flammability, etc. 
Inexpensive and Available - The chemiCals must be readily available' 
and reasonably inexpensive. Specific cost requirements, however, 
can only be determined by a detailed economic analysis for the 
specific application. 
Classification of Rl:lactions--Because the mnnbe -. reversible chemical 
reactions is viftuallyendless, it is helpful to think within a systematic clas-
sification framework. One approach, which is adopted here, is to consider 
the way in which reactions are controlled. Given the endothermic reaction, 
how can one prevent energy degradation and loss through back reaction? 
Three methods can be used: (1) catalyzed reactions, (2) separation of 
products, and (3) thermal quenching. 
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Products of endothermic catalyzed reactions can be stored indefinitely 
in the absence of the appropriate catalyst for the reverse reaction. The 
recovery (discharge) of the stor.ed energy can be effected by passing the 
chemicals over the catalyst in the exothermic reactor heat exchanger. 
The back reaction of the products may also be prevented by physically 
separating them, and whereas homogeneous reactions do not lend themselves 
to easy separation, heterogeneous reactions do. The latter can be grouped 
according to the nature of the species in the reactor/heat exchanger com-
ponent; thus gas/solid, gas/liquid, and liquid/solid reactions are possible. 
However, because of the entropy requirements discussed earlier, one is 
generally not interested in liquid / solid interactions. 
It is also possible in theory to quench the products of the endothermic 
reaction to metastable states by rapid heat removal. The exothermic recom-
bination of the products must be slow enough to allow quenching to ambient, 
and yet the kinetics must be fast enough to provide adequate energy dis-
charge when required. This approach, however, is not realistic; it is 
discussed simply for the sake of completeness. 
In summary, it is convenient to categorize candidate reactions into 
three groups: 
1. Catalyzed reactions 
2. &'lidl gas decomposition reactions 
3. Liquid / gas decomposition reactions 
Potential Chemical Reactions--Several investigators have attempted to 
ge'nerate comprehensive lists of potential candidate reactions,2-5 some of 
which are listed in Tables I-III, where they are categorized by reaction 
class and ordered according to the TO • No attempt is made here to 
. eq 
critically assess the merits and drawbacks associated with each. These 
tables are by no means complete, and technically and economically viable 
reactions are no doubt missing. An asteria!, is used to denote reactions 
which are currently under investigation for use in energy storage or trans-
port applications. 
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TABLE I 
POTENTIAL CANDIDATE REACTIONS (CATALYZED) 
REACTION 
• 
C2H6(g) = C2H4(g) + H2(g) 
"2S03(g) = 2S02(g) + 02(g) 
"CH4(g) + H20(g) = CO(g) + 3H2(g) 
CH4(g) + CO2(g) = 2CO(g) + 2H2(S) 
2H20(g) + 2CI2(g) = 4HCl(g) +. 02(g) 
COCI2(g) = CO(g) + Cl 2ig) 
2N02(g) = 2NO(g) + 02(g) 
"C6H 12(g) = C6H6(g) + 3H2(g) 
2NH 3(g) = N2(g) + 3H 2(g) 
CH30H(g) = CO (g) + 2H2(g) 
1136 
1035 
961 
961 
896 
801 
778 
568 
466 
415 
"TECHNOLOGIES PERTINENT TO THIS REACTION ARE 
CURRENTLY UNDER DEVELOPMENT . 
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TABLE II 
POTENTIAL CANDIDATE REACTIONS (GAS/SOLID) 
REACTION(a) 
BaC03(s) = BaO(s) + CO2 (g) 
MgS04(s) = MgO(s) + S03(g) 
Li2C03(s) = Li20(s) + CO2(g) 
2I1S04(s) = ZnO(s) + S03(g) 
CaC03(s) = CaO(s) + C02(g) 
*MII(OH)2(s) = MIIo(s) + H20(g) 
MgC03(s) : MgO(s) + C02(g) 
2LiH(s) ,. 2Li(.t) + H2(g) 
MgH2(s) = Mg(s) + H2(g) 
*NH4X(s) = NH3(g) + HX(g) 
*MgCI2 ' xNH3(s) = MgCI2' yNH3(s) + (x-y)NH3(g) 
*CaCI2 ' xNH3(s) = CaCI2 ' yNH3(s) + (x-y)NH3(g) 
*RENi5H6 (s) '" RENi5(s) + 3H2(g) 
T~(K) 
1566 
146~ 
13B7 
1373 
1110 
530-1000 
670 
645 
560 
500-650 
415-550 
310-460 
215 
* TECHNOL.OGIES PERTINENT TO THIS REACTION ARE CURRENTL. Y UNDER DEVELOPMENT 
(a) MIT = ALK/\~INE EARTH ELEMENT 
X=HALOGEN 
RE = RARE EARTH ELEMENT 
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TABLE III 
POTENTIAL CANDIDATE REACTIONS (LIQUID/GAS) 
REACTION 
2NaOHW = Na20(s) + H20(g) 
2LiOHW = Li20(s) + H20(g) 
"NH4H504W = NH3(g) + H20 (g) + S03(g) 
H2S04W = H20(g) + 503(g) 
2K02W = K202W + °2(g) 
"H2S04(dilute) = H2S04(concen.) + H20 (g) 
NaOH(dilute) = NaOH(concen.) + H20(g) 
"NH4CI • 3NH3W = NH4CI(s) + 3NH3(g) 
1700 
1000 
738 
615 
515 
-320 
"TECHNOLOGIES PERTINENT TO THIS REACTION ARE 
CURRENTLY UNDER DEVELOPMENT. 
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ill. Applications of Reversible Chemical Reactions 
The previous sections have dealt with the potential advantages and 
state-of-the-art of reversible chemical reactions, and have discussed 
factors one must consider when selecting a chemical reaction for a particular 
application. This section will describe the principles of operation and the 
major physical characteristics of various storage systems which are based 
upon reversible chemical reactions. There are three major potential ap-
plications of reversible chemical reactions in solar energy systems: 
(1) thermal energy storage, (2) energy transport, and (3) heat pumping. 
Conceptually, a thermal energy storage system may be represented 
as in Figure 4 which illustrates the use of a hypothetical reaction AB = A + B. 
The essential elements of the system are storage vessels for the reactant 
and product chemicals, and endothermic and exothermic heat exchanger 
reactors. During the energy storage step, AB is transported to the endo-
thermic reactor where heat is provided from an energy source to decompose 
AB into A and B. The products are then physically separated and placed 
in storage tanks. During energy discharge, A and B are recombined in 
the exothermic reactor, where heat is withdrawn for use. The product of 
the exothermic reaction is then placed in storage, ready for the operation 
to be repeated. 
In reality, however, the thermal energy storage systems based upon 
reversible chemical reactions are far more complex than those depicted 
in the simple schematics of Figure 4. Figures 5 and 6 present one 
possible configuration for a system based upon the reaction 
which is coupled with an energy source which provides 1173 K (900·C) 
helium. 6 Figure 5 depicts the endothermic end of the storage system, and 
Figure 6, the exothermic end. As may be seen, this system consists of 
a number of reactors, condensors, vaporizers, heat exchangers, separation 
columns, compressors, and storage tanks. To maximize efficiency and 
cost effectiveness, great care must be taken in integrating the storage 
system with the rest of the energy conversion system. 
The basic features of a chemical heat pipe are illustrated in Figure 7, 
with the hypothetical reaction A + B = C + D used as an example. The 
chemical heat pipe may be used to transport solar thermal energy over 
long distances' to an end user or to other parts of the solar energy system 
as is required in distributed systems. The components comprising the 
system are essentially identical to those described in Figure 4, with the 
storage tanks replaced by pipelines through which the reactants and products 
are transmitted and possibly stored. As with the thermal storage system 
discussed earlier, actual systems are far more complex, and again, great 
care must be taken to integrate the heat pipe into the total system. 
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The third major use of chemical reactions in solar applications is as 
a chemical heat pump. The chemical reactions required fer such a storage 
system are represented illustratively by AB = A + B(g) and CB = C + B(g) 
[a special case is where the latter reaction is simply the vaporization of B, 
BU or s) = B(g»). Further. these two reactions must have a common vapor 
species, B(g) in this case. The reactions are selected so that there is a 
significant difference in enthaJ.py of reaction, for it is this difference which 
accounts for the storage feature of a chemical heat pump. The two reactions 
must be selected so that their respective pressure/temperature relation-
ships are compatible with the inte.nded operating conditions. The components 
of a chemical heat pump system (high-temperature and low-temperature 
reactor heat exchangers, which may be fixed, moving, or fluidized beds. 
and a connecting'pipeline) are illustrated in Figure 8. Also shown is the 
pressure/temperature relationship for both the high-temperature and low-
temperature reactions. During charge, energy is absorbed by the high-
temperature unit, and AB is decomposed into A IUld B(g) and the latter is 
transported to the low-temperature unit where it reacts with C to form BC. 
Heat is released at the low-temperature unit. where it is either used or 
rejected. The charge sequence is shown on Figure 8 by the solid arrow. 
During energy discharge. energy is absorbed by the low-temperature unit, 
BC decomposes. and gaseous B is transported over to the high-temperature 
unit. There it combines exothermically with A to form AB. The discharge 
process. shown on Figure 8 by the dashed arrow. may be used for either 
heating or cooling. For heating. energy is absorbed from the environment 
in the low-temperature reactor, and heat is rejected from the high-
temperature component to the indoors. For cooling, heat is withdrawn from 
indoor air at the low-temperature reactor and rejected to the outdoor en-
vironment through the high-temperature component. 
One specific example of a chemical heat pump storage system currently 
under development is the sulfuric acid scheme, 7 where AB is dilute sulfuric 
acid, A is concentrated sulfuric, B(g) is water vapor, and BC is condensed 
water. Figure 9 presents a photogr::.ph of a subscale (10 9 J) experiment 
which is currently under development and test. Shown on this photograph 
are the acid and water storage tanks, the rdlux column to prevent acid 
carryover to the water tank, input/output heat exchangers. and the ducting 
for water vapor transport. 
This brief discussion has presented some of the potential solar storage 
applications of reversible chemieal r'eadions. The following section reviews 
the status of the various investigations underway which are concerned with 
developing and implementing these concepts • 
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IV. Review of Current Activities 
In this section we will briefly review all current research and develop-
ment activitier; pertaining to thermochemical energy storage technologies 
relevant to solar applications which are known to the authors. System study 
activities will be discussed first, followed by technology development 
activities, and then by system development activities. 
A.System Studies Activities 
These activities are paper studies which explore the potential impact 
of thermochemical technobgies in various solar applications. 
~1)dedStorage. fQ:r Solar Aeeli.catiol)s--A study is currently under-
way to evaluate the concept of chemical storage of solar energy on a total 
system basis. 8 Technical considerations include selection of reactions or 
reaction sequences which may be useful for energy storage, evaluation of 
selected reactions on thermodynamic and kinetic bases, and preliminary 
design and modeling of energy storage subsystems based on these reaction!!:. 
By means of a computer model of a solar-thermal power generation facility, 
the technical and economic feasibility of extending the solar-thermal con-
version concept to include baseload power generation is being studied. 
Adv~ed StQr _ e Concet!LfQ~ Sol~ IJ:eatm 1CQQlin --The DOE, 
Division of Solar Heating Cooling has funded a study to determine the 
optimum role which advanced thermal storage subsystems can play in solar 
heating and cooling applications. 9 To be considered are cold storage for 
air conditioning, cold-side storage in heat pump applications, hot storage 
for space heating and hot water, and air conditioning applications. The 
scope of advanced technologies to be considered will include thermochemical, 
phase change, and other advanced concepts. This study was initiated in 
September 1977, and at the time of this writing, conclusions were not yet 
available. 
B.TechnolQgy pevelQPmentActivities 
Technology development refers to activities which are aimed at 
generating the basic data prereq'lJisitc to thermochemical storage system 
deSign, fabrication, and test. The bulk of the curro!nt effort is aimed at 
chemically characterizing potential chemical systems, although some work 
aimed at understanding fundamental heat-transfer characteristics is also 
underway. Technology development is distinguished from systems develop-
ment (discussed in Section C) in that the former is "science"-oriented while 
the latter emphasizes "engineering" problems. 
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Hydrated Salts--Numerous salts form stable hydrates, but the 
MgCl2 • nH20 system has received the most attention to date, primarily because of its low cost and thermodynamic characteristics, which are 
matched with solar heating and cooling reqUirements. L. GreinerlO is 
attempting to design a chemical heat pump system based on MgCl2 • nH20 
reactions. Preliminary experiments have suggested that chemical kinetics 
are sufficiently rapid; however, R. W. Carlingll has given evidence Clf 
potential side reaction and irrever'libility problems. More work is thus 
required to chemically characterize hydrated salt reactions before they 
can be seriously considered for storage applications. Uses are probably 
restricted to lower temperature applications, as hydrate salts are generally 
not stable at high temperatures. 
Ammoniate,d Salts--Thermal energy storage and/or transport systems 
based on the generalized reaction 
Salt • m NHa = Salt· n NHa + (m - n) NHa 
have been. propos.ed by numerous investigators. 12-17 The most promising 
solar-related appiication appears to be heating and cooling; higher-temper-
ature application$ do 1l0t appear feasible, since stable high-temperature 
salts are not kllown. The reaction killetics for the dissociation and as-
sociatioll of the following salts have been studied by the Martin Marietta 
Corporation staff: 18 CaCI2 • 8NHa , CaCl2 • 4NHa' CaCl2 • 2NHa, 
FeCl2 • 6NHa , FeCl2 • 2NHa , FeCl2 • NHa, MgCl2 • 6NHa , MgCl2 • 2NHa, 
and MgCl2 • NHa• Among these, the ferrous chloride ammoniate reactions 
did not behave reversibly, and undesirable side reactions took place. The 
calcium chloride salts behaved reversibly, and kinetic data for the reaction 
CaCl2 • 8 NH2 = CaCl2 • 4NHa ,. 4NHa are shown in Figure 10. It is apparent 
that there is a l;ignificant amount of scatter in the data, suggesting potential 
problems if pl.·ecise performance characteristics are required. The 
magnesium chlQride salts too behaved reversibly aad reproducibly; and as 
an example. the kine~ic data pertaining to the reaction MgCl2 • 6NHa 
= MgCl2 • 4NHa + 2NHa are shownon Figure 11. The Martin M?rietta 
program has advanced to a point where the characteristics of coupl~d 
reactions are being studied. A two-reactor system has been assembled, 
in which candidate salt pairs are being cycled; chemical behavior and energy 
balance data are being generated. . 
On the basis of the experimental work to date, it is cle~ that one 
caanot predict kinetic data from analogous reactions; each candidate re-
action must be investigated on ;m individual basis. One must also be 
concerned with the presence of moisture, since it has been ShOWll to 
significantly alter ihe kinetic characteristics of certaill reactions. 
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magnesium chloride reactions, to be specific. Another potential problem 
which occurs during the initial ammoniation of a salt bed is sintering, 
which has been observed on occasion and results in an inert mass. This 
sintering effect is not well understood, and warrants further attention. 
Methanolated 8alts--Methanolated salts (salt· n CH30H) are poss.tble 
alternatives to hydrated salts and ammoniated salts. However, there is a 
paucity of data on methanolated salts. Not only are they ill characterized, 
but even their existence is not well established. P. Offenhartz and co-
workers19 have initiated a study to identify potential salt system,.; and 
thermodynamically characterize them. The ultimate objective of their 
effort is to develop a methanolated salt heat pump based upon a single-
substrate /methanol reaction for use in solar heating / cooling applications. 
Preliminary results indicate there are severa) potentially useful salts. 
viz., MgCl2 , CaBr2 and FeBr2; however, it is premature to draw con-
clusions at this stage. 
• 
~23 Decomposition--8everal investigators have examined the use of 
the reaction 
in storage6, 20-22 and transport23 applications, and system design flow 
sheets for energy storage applications have been derived. To illustrate 
the complexity of the 8°2 /8°3 thermochemical system, the process flow 
diagrams developed by M. L. Bhakta6 are given in Figures 6 and 7 for the 
endothermic and exothermic ends of the system. A flow diagram has also 
been developed in which the endothermic and exothermic processes are 
carried out in the same reactor. 20 
Two m::rterials problems must be addressed before one can commit to 
the development of an 8°3 /8°2 energy storage system: (1) Are inexpensive 
and effective catalysts available for the high temperature endothermic 
reaction, and (2) Are materials of construction which can withstand the 
corrosive sUlfidation/oxidation environment available? These two questions 
are currently being addressed by 8chmidt24 and Bradshaw. 25 . 
Even if these materials problems were solved, tt is not clear that a 
concerted development effort will materialize. Preliminary results in-
dtcate that the capital cost of an 8°3 /8°2 energy storage system may be 
excessively high. 22 Therefore, strong justification (technical and economic) 
is needed for the continued development of the system. 
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Dilution/ Concentration--Coupling solar energy to dilution/ concentration reactions is not new. Concepts and devices based on the absorption-refriger-ation cycle have long been proposed for intermittent solar refrigeration. 26 Various refrigerant-absorbent combinations have been studied, including 
ammonia-water. ammonia-lithium nitrate. water-lithium bromide. Freon 21-tetraethylene, glycoldimethyl ether. and ammonia-sodium thiocyanate. 27-31 However, work to date on the dilution/ concentration reactions has generally 
not explored the potential of incorporating energy storage or heat' pumping 
capabilities. 
It is possible to store energy in aqueous solutions of acids (e. g •• H.,S04) or bases (e.g .. NaOH). By adding or distilling water from a 
sOlution. one is discharging or storing a quantity of energy equivalent to the enthalpy of dilution. The technical basis for such a process is well 
understood. Also. heats of solution are well known. and calculational procedures for predicting quantities of input and output energies under 
various operational conditions (e. g •• initial and final concentration) are straightforward. 32. 33 Further, there are no reaction kinetic problems to contend with. Though enthalpies of dilution are not typically as large as 
enthalpies of decomposition. and one cannot expect enormous energy densi-ties. concentration/dilution schemes offer the advantage of being all-liquid 
systems in the heat exchanger. thereby facilitating the rates of heat transfer in and out. Operational temperatures will in eLlI probability be restricted to low temperatures because of potential materials corrosion problems. 
Methane-Based Reactions--Several methand-based reactions have been proposed for use in energy storage applications; among them ar"~ 
CH4 + CO2 = 2CO + 2H2 
To drive both reactions. high-temperature energy sources (~900 K) are l~!,!quired. Both are catalytically controlled. and the pertinent chemical technology (reaction rates. side reactions. reversibility. catalyst electivity, catalyst availability. etc.) is sufficiently developed to allow one to design 
and engineer a storage system based upon them. However. a cost-effective use of these reactions in a strict storage application has not been identified: 
moreover. such an application does not seem imminent. Storage would 
require the containment of gaseous reactants and products. and gas com-pression and storage are generally prohibitively expensive. Thus the use 
of methane-based reactions will most likely be restricted to energy trans-port applications. 34-37 
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Organic Hydrogenation/Dehydrogenation Reactions--It is well known 
that numerous organic compounds can be catalytically decomposed and re-
combined according to the generalized reaction 
eH "CH +zH 
x Y x y-2z 2 • 
The one reaction often sited is the dehydrogenation of cyclohexane to 
benzene. 38. 39 These re;;ctions are catalytic in both the exothermic and 
endothermic directions. and commercial technology generally exists with 
regards to catalyst availability. reaction conversion rates. catalyst per-
formance. reaction selectivity. and so on. 
It is. however. doubtful that existing technology is really pertinent 
to storage applicatioIls, siIlce the reqUirements are completely different. 
OIlce-through conversion efficiencies. which are important iII current 
industrial applications. are meaningless when one considers storage ap-
plications wherein the extent of the side reactions and cOIlversion efficiencies 
in a cyclic operatioIl are of concern. OIle must therefore build a new chemi-
cal data base which is relevant to thermal energy storage. For this purpose. 
current industrial technologies do form an excellent base from which to 
proceed. 
The fact that gaseous hydrogeIl must be compressed and stored is a 
major problem. The unfavorable economics associated with compressing 
and storing hydrogeIl suggest that this class of reactions should not be 
seriously considered if energy storage is the only applicatioIl of interest; 
applicatioIls requiriIlg the transport of energy may be feasible. The DOE. 
Division of EIIergy Storage Systems, under the techIlical management of 
SaIldia. is cOIltemplatiIlg several studies to address energy transport iII 
chemical heat pipes using the benzene I cyclohexane reaction. 4Q, 41 
Inorganic Hydroxides--The alkali and alkaliIle earth elements form 
hydroxides aIld oxides which can theoretically be dehydrated and hydrated. 
respectively.42 OIlly the Mg(OH)2 I MgO and Ca(OH) ICaO systems have 
been iIlvestigated to date. 43-46 and preliminary stu~ies iIldicate. the rates 
of reaction (hydratioIl and dehydration) to be sufficient for solar heat 
storage applications. Superheated steam is required to accomplish the 
hydration of both MgO and CaO. However, MgO was fouIld to be inert in 
highly superheated steam. a result indic·ating that an upper temperature 
limitation to the e;x:othermic reaction exists. The practi.cal implication is 
that the efficiencies of Mg(OH)2 I Mg0-based systems are unacceptably low. 
since the e;x:othermic (hyd,ration) temperature will necessarily be significantly 
lower than the endoth.ermic (dehydration) temperature. 
CaO does not appear to be inert to highly superheated steam, and 
current activities are aimed at fully characteriziIlg the CaO/Ca(OH)2 
reaction. 40, 41 Although the optimum applicatioIl for the CaO/Ca(OH)2 
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reaction has yet to be defined. the high-temperature storage requirements 
of solar power generating systems make them leading candidates. 
Hydride Decomposition--A large number of metals and alloys react 
reversibly with hydrogen thus: 
where M is a metal or alloy. Numerous alloys have been studied in detail. 
for example. Fe-Ti alloys. ~7 Mg-Ni alloys. 48 and AB5 compounds. 49.50 
where A is one or a mixture of rare earths and B is Ni or Co. It is reasen-
able to assume that one can obtain Virtually any desired pressure-temperature 
relationship by varying the alloy composition. Predictive methods (e. g •• 
correlating thermodynamic properties with average lattice hole size). which 
are on the verge of surfacing. will allow one to select suitable metal com-
positions with reasonable confidence. 
Experimental evidence to date suggests that hydriding and dehydriding 
kinetics are rapid. Hysteresis effects have been observed .between the 
absorption and desorption reactions. but the kinetics in either case are 
suffi.ciently rapid for most solar storage applicaticJ!ls.51 
Hydride reactions are being applied to vehicular propulsion 52. 53 and 
to off-peak energy storage for hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell power gener-
ation. 51. 54-55 However. the use of hydrides in thermal energy storage 
applications imposes different chemical and systems constraints. D. Gruen 
et al. 56. 57 have been developing a hydride-based solar heat pump system 
(referred to as HYCSOS). After selecting the LaNi5 and mischmetal Ni5 
hydrides. suitable chemical reaction characteristics were proveR experi-
mentally. and a sub scale system is currently under test. Preliminary 
results indicate that operational goals will be met; however. the cost of 
such a system appears to be unacceptably high. Libowitz and Blank58 
have evaluat~d hydride-based storage systems relative to sensible and 
latent heat systems. and also conclude that system economics are unat-
tractive. 
In summary. hydride systems. while apparently technically feasible. 
appear to suffer from poor economics due to costs associated with the 
chemicals. heat exchanger/reactor components. and hydrogen containment. 
In addition, questions concerning long term performance and stability are 
as yet unanswered. 
Carbonates--Alkali metal and alkaline earth elements all form stable 
carbonates which decompose to form one mole of CO') gas per mole carbonate. 
Carbonate compounds are generally quite stable. and~high-temperature sources 
are needed for energy storage applications. Carbonates generally require 
temperatures in excess of 1100 K. 
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Numerous investigations have been performed to study the endothermic 
decomposition reactions, 59 but the only carbonate for which there is data 
pertinent to use in an energy storage concept is CaC03' 60, 61 Thermal 
cycling did not alter the rate of the endothermic process, which was 
reasonably rapid in all instances; however, thermal cycling led to a 
continuous decrease in the exothermic reaction rate. 
In summary, the carbonates have not received much attention to date, 
and clearly the chemical characteristics of such systems will have to be 
investigated in greater detail. However, as with most gasl solid type re-
actions, the major problems will probably not be chemical in nature, but 
will be associated with heat transfer design. 
Stllfates--Upon heating, metal sulfates decompose, and the two re-
actions which must be considered simultaneouslyare62 
and 
The sulfates are very stable compounds and high temperature sources are. 
required to drive them (generally> 1400 K). A suitable thermal energy 
source does not seem imminent, and therefore, no research has been 
directed at metal sulfate-based storage. Given the; high-temperature re-
quirements and the corrosive nature of sulfidizing/oxidizing environments, 
the outlook for sulfate based storage systems is not promising. 
Oxide Decomposition--The decompositi.on of metal oxides has been 
proposed for energy storage63 applications and the peroxides and super-
oxides of the alkali metals were suggested as prime candidates. To date, 
technical feasibility has yet to be demonstrated, and no projects are actively 
pursuing oxide decomposition concepts. In addition to the normal concerns 
such as reaction rates, storing gaseous oxygen, and gas I solid heat exchange, 
the oxides are extremely reactive to water and carbon dioxide, and great 
care must be taken to exc~ude them in an operational system. 
Other ReactioIls--Wentworth and Chen, 64 and Prengle and Sun, 65 have 
discussed the use or the reaction 
which operates around tempera tures of 800 K. The attributes include ex-
tremely high energy densitie,s, readily condensible gaseous products which 
facilitate storage, and liquid-phase heat exchange. Developmental work is 
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in progress. 66 and several major problems are identified. Among these 
are (1) in actual practice the reaction does not proceed as written. ar,d 
efficient chemical steps must be found to effect the separation; and (2) sulfur / oxygen-containing salts are generally extremely corrosive to materials of 
construction. 
The reaction N2 + 3H2 = 2 NH3 has been proposed as an energy 
transport concept. 67 but its use solely in energy storage applications is probably limited because of the large costs associated with compressed gas storage and the high operational pressures of this system. 
Heat Exchange Modeling and Experiments--Several activities are under way which are concerned with the problem of heat exchanger or reactor design.' Springer. et al. 68 are performing a preliminary analysis of fixed-. moving-. and fluidized-bed reactors. Howerton40• 41. 69 and Prenger40. 41.70 
are developing a mathematical model for packed-beds and experimentally determining effective conductivities and solid/gas heat transfer coefficients at imbedded surfaces. Wentworth and co-workers 71 are computing solar flux profiles for point focused collectors. and will use this information for 
reactor design. Offenhartz 19 will be performing lab-scale experiments to obtain engineering design data for packed-bed systems. 
C. system Development Activities 
System development refers to activities which are "engineering" 
oriented. The activities range from single component design and evaluation, to total-system design. Very little work is ongoing in this ai'ea. because 
much of the thermochemical technology data base is just now being developed. 
Several system development efforts are under way for chemical heat pump storage systems. A number of subscale systems have been designed and fabricattld. and are currently being tested to generate operational and performance data. These systernsinclude the sulfuric acid/water storage system, 7 the HYCSOS system. 56. 57 and the CaCl2 • !,H20 heat pump 
system. 72 In addition. L. Greiner lO is currently te.sting and designing 
components integrated into a MgCl2 • xH20 chemical heat pump system. 
It is too early to report conclusive findings from these activities. 
The paucity of data and activities reported in this system development section is an accurate reflection of the state-of-the-art of thermochemical systems. 
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v. Summary and Conclusions 
Thermochemical systems possess several unique characteristics when compared to f3ensible and latent storage systems; these include: (1) high 
energy densities. (2) ambient temperature storage. (3) long-term storage. (4) transport.ability. and (5) low energy capacity related costs. The potential advantages must be weighed against the facts that thermochemical systems are furthest from state-of-the-art and. in general. are more 
complex than sensible or latent systems. 
The potential applications of thermochemical reactions include: (1) thermal energy storage systems. (2) energy transport systems. and (3) heat pump and storage systems. The principles of each of these ap-plications were discussed above. 
Before the advantages and disadvantages of thermochemical storage 
systems can be quantified. technology development is required in the following areas: 
1. Chemistry - Generally speaking. no such reaction is presently 
well enough understood to allow its immediate incorporation 
2. 
3. 
into a storage system. Consequently. a considerable amount of 
research and development is required to characterize any potentially useful reaction with respect to such parameters as 
reaction rates. side reactions. reversibility. cyc1ability, long-term performance. reproducibility. reliability, and impurity 
effects. For catalyzed reactions. moreover. additional questions 
concerning catalyst lifetime. degradation. and poisoning must be addressed. 
Heat Transfer - Equally important to the thermochemical energy 
storage system are the chemical reactors and process-stream heat exchangers. Generally speaking. design techniques are 
available for predicting system performance. What is lacking. however. is information regarding such things as the thermo-physical and transport properties of the various conatituents of the chemical system and the effects of catalyst performance. 
reaction kinetics. long-term cyclic operation. to name il few. 
on heat transfer. Small-scale experiments are required to 
verify theoretical predictions before large-scale systems are designed and constructed. 
Materials -_Material compatibility and corrosion problems can be 
significant. the degree depending upon the temperatures of the 
storage operation and the chemicals involved. Ambient storage. however. mitigates the material problems to the extent that the 
corrosive conditions may now be confined to a fairly small 
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portion of the total system. Unfortunately. the highest temper-
atures (and therefore the most corrosive environment) are 
generally found in the most complex and expensive components 
of the system, viz., the reactor and heat exchangers. 
Chemical Engineering - Almost all thermochemical reaction 
cycles for storage or transport applications contain steps which 
are potentially wasteful of energy and the net result is a much 
reduced effective energy de~sity. Operational cycles must be 
optimized, and the recovery and re-use of potential rejected 
energies are necessities for the development of economically 
viable thermochemical energy storage and transport systems. 
Systems Analysis - System studies are required to establish the 
technical and economic feasibility of a proposed concept, to 
identify required research, and to establish the relative merits 
of the proposed system as compared with competing technologies. 
These studies must continue throughout the development process 
in order to filter in new information as it becomes available 
and to ensure that the concepts being developed will be economi-
cally viable. 
In summary, thermochemical technology is at a very early stage of 
development, and much is needed in the way of technOlogy development 
before one can accurately assess the potential of thermochemical tech-
niques, let alone develop thermochemically based concepts to the point of 
commercialization • 
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Thermal Storage Requirements Criteria for 
Solar Power Plants Interfacing with 
Utility Systems 
W.C. Melton 
The Aerospace Corporation 
P.O. Box 92957 
Los Angeles, CA 90009 
15 February 1978 
., 
.I. INTRODUCTION 
Solar thermal electric power plants (STEPs) are different from conventional power 
plants in many ways. However, in the context of this discussion, the single most 
important distinction is that the solar energy which feeds a STEP is (1) periodic in 
its availability to the STEP, and (2) not storable or capable of stockpiling before its 
use, as are coal and oil. The natural response to that is to design a thermal storage 
system as an integral part of the STEP. The thermal storage system then preserves 
the received solar energy after its conversion to heat but before its conversion to 
electric energy at some later time when it is more valuable. 
In the past four years, since Aerospace fir!lt completed its mission analysis for solar 
thermal electric plants, there has been ;, continuing discussion about the value of 
thermal storage for a STEP. Of course, the value of the storage must relate to the 
way it is used. The way i.t is used must in turn relate to the mode of operation of 
the STEP in the presence of (a generally larger amount of) conventional generation. 
The purpose of this paper is to discuss various aspects of. the design and use of 
storage and its value. A logical case will be developed which points toward an 
increase in storage over and above that which has so far been advocated - but 
without the concomitant increase in heliostat field size (for a specified turbo-
generator nameplate rating). 
II. CONCEPT OF STEP VALUE 
In considering the acquisition of a STEP, some value must be associated with that 
acquisition in order to determine if the cost of the STEP is a warranted expenditure. 
The value has two basic parts: (1) operational and (2) capital. 
The operational part of the STEP value will be the difference in the cost of meeting 
the same customer demand with and without the STEP contributing to the 
production of electricity. For the case without the STEP, the optimum mix of 
conventional generation will, in general, be different from the optimum mix which 
includes the STEP. That is, operational value of the STEP is the difference in 
operating cost of two distinct optimum mixes, each operated in an optimum 
(minimum cost) manner. Most of the operational value of a STEP will be due to fuel 
savings, but O&M differentials will also contribute to the value. 
The capital part of the STEP value will be due to a decrease in capital expenditures 
which would otherwise obtain if the STEP is not acquired. That is, it is the capital 
cost for new generating units in the event that a STEP is .!!2! acquired minus the cost 
for (just) the conventional generation if a STEP is acquired. This cost wiil reflect 
the. change in the optimum mix (more peakers and fewer intermediates might be 
required, for example) in the presence of the STEP, as well as a decrease in the 
conventional capacity (MW) required to satisfy the stipulated reserve margin 
criteria. . 
After suitable financial analysis and arithmetical adjustments to convert capital 
costs and operational costs into the same kind of dollars, the two elements can be 
summed to obtain a total value of the STEP. 
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The relationship of the thermal storage subsystem to the overall design and operation of a STEP to maximize its total value (and thereby justify its cost) is the subject of this paper • 
III. STEP OPERATIONAL VALUE 
A system Qf (all) conventional generating units (j.e., not including a STEP) is operated so as to minimize the cost of supplying the electricity required to meet t~e customer demand. Fixed costs associated with the capital expenditures for installing the units are not considered in the operation of the system -- the fixed costs are what they are regardless of how the system is operated. In general, as the demand rises, the more inefficient units are started up (commi,tted) in the same order as their efficiencies decrease and as the demand subsequently falls, they are shut down in reverse order. For a given complement of committed units, each unit is individually loaded such that the total cost of supplying the electricity demanded by the customers is minimized. 
With some utilities, the unit commitment and dispatching are done to minimize atmospheric pollution. The principals of optimization are basically the same as with minimizing the dollar cost. To avoid circumlocution, the problem is discussed below in terms of dollar cost minimization; no generality is lost. 
For a system of generating units which includes a STEP, the problem is more complicated but the objective must still be the same: to minimizf' ·:he cost of supplying the electricity required to meet the customer demand. Here again, fixed costs are immaterial in the minimization process. 
The STEP operating cost (not value) is essentially independent of how much electridty it supplies, or when it is supplied, or any other operation~ consideration for that matter. It is generally not optimal to operate the STEP to supply as much electricity as possible regardless of when the electricity is supplied, because the value of the supplied electricity wiH generally vary with the time of day. 
The addition of a thermal storage system permits the postponement of the I:Ise of the solar energy to a time when it will be more valuable. However, the use at a later time will be at a somewhat reduced efficiency. Therefore, as the day unfolds, the STEP operator will be faced with a continl:ling decision process: whether or not to spend the thermal energy now or later (when the electricity is more valuable but more energy is lost because of a lower efficiency). 
The value of the electricity output by the STEP depends on what it would have.cost to produc!! that same eleCtricity Y'ith conventional units had the STEP output been zero. That value depends on the marginal cost of production. Define the incremental cost of production to be dr/!, mills/kWh. dr/i depends on the level of customer demand which in turn depends on the time of day, day of the week, week of the year, and so on. That is, dlfl is dependent on time. I·f the output of the STEP is E(t), the STEP should be operated so as to maximize ~ where 
00 ~ = f E!7·) dr/!(T) dT 
o 
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The lower limit on the integration begins at the time of STEP initial operation. At some later time, t , what has happened in the past cannot be changed, so the quantity to be maxilh<t'!ed must be 
00 
I/) = !E(T)61/1(T)dT 
t now' The output E(T) must be scheduled so as to maximize I/) without violating limits on storage energy capacity, storage charging and discharging rates, turbogenerator output level, and so on. 
The optimal scheduling of E(T) requires knowledge of future values of 61/1(T) which implies knowledge of the future customer demand. It also requires knowledge of future insolation. The prediction accuracy will decrease as the distance into the future increases and there comes a point where it is inappropriate to continue the integral. Then, the truncated integral to be maximized is 
t now+ i1 t 
I/) = 1 E(T) 6IP (~) dT 
t
now 
Now, there should be a boundary condition on the energy in storage at T = t + i1 t. In theory, the optimal schedule for charging and discharging storagl?'fo as to maximize f/I should be continually redetermined as t advances through time. Actually, the optimization process will probably 6h"i~ need be repeated on an hourly basis. For planning studies a discrete hourly calculation is appropriate in which case 
N 
I/) = ~ IW+j-l) 6IPU+j-l), Storage Energy (N) = Stipulated YaI'.Je. j=l 
Where the ith hour is the current hour. It would seem appropriate to set N=24, but studies of insolation predictability need to be undertaken to determine that. It appears that demand can be predicted with more than enough accuracy relative to the insolation prediction accuracy. 
When the STEP is operated to maximize 1/), the overall cost of production for the entire system will be minimized. Note that this criterion may not maximize the amount of electricity output by the STEP, but it will maximize the operational value of the electricity output by the STEP. No consideration is given to reserve margin or "capacity credi,t" in this optimization, for those considerations relate to emergl!ncy operations. Minimizing the cost of production is a standard operating procedure which is generally abandoned in an emergency. The capital value of a STEP is closely related to emergency operations as described in the next section. 
Note that some amount of storage may be allocated to standard operations so as to maximiZe the operational value of the STEP. There will be a concomitant amount of heliostat installation (for a given turbogeneration nameplate rating) corresponding to the operational storage. Past Aerospace studies which have crudely maximized I/) as defined above, have arrived at six hours of operational storage as optimal. 
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IV. STEP CAPITAL VALUE 
The installation of a STEP will (1) decrease the amount of conventional capacity 
that would have otherwise been installed, and (2) mocfify the mix (ratio of baseload 
to intermecfiate to peaking units; ratio of nuclear to coal to oil to etc,. units) that 
will be installed. The consequent change in capital expenditures for conventional 
capacity is the capital value of the STEP. 
The determination of the allowable decrease in conventional capacity due to the 
installation of a STSP requireS the calculation of the system reserve margin. There 
are a variety of margin criteria used in the industry but the most widely used 
criterion is based on the Loss-of-Load Probability (LOLP). 
If for some short period of time, say one hour, the demand will be at a given level 
(MW), LOLP is the probability that there will not be enough operable units to meet 
that demand. The LOLP calculation does not reveal probabilistic information on the 
duration of a capacity short fall, nor does it provide information on the amount of 
the short fall. Such information is of importance to a utility, but is generally too 
complex for use in generation planning. LOLP is regarded as a rel~ability "index" for 
use in planning generation installation and maintenance schedules. It is a calculated 
number which responds to important basic parameters of a generating system: the 
number of units in the system and their incfividual capacities and reliabilities. 
For LOLP calculations, the reliability of a generating unit is described by its forced 
outage rate, which is simply the fraction of time the unit was not available because 
it was inoperable (not including the time it was unavailable because of scheduled 
preventive maintenance). In some very large units, it is possible for the unit to fail 
partially. One of several boilers may go out, for axample. For such units, the 
mutually exclusive states are individually associated with a probability of occur-
rence and the capacity corresponcfing to that occurrence. This more complex 
description of outage probabilities can be readily accommodated in a typical LOLP 
algorithm. 
To calculate LOLP, every possible combination of units in a forced outage condition 
is identified and the corresponding probability of that occurrence is calculated. The 
resulting probabilities are ordered in terms of ascending magnitude of capacity in a 
forced outage condition, and the running sum of the probabilities is calculated from 
the bottom (zero capacity out) up. This running sum as a function of the outage 
capacity is the cumulative cfistribution function for system outage which can then be 
used to calculate LOLP. The actual calculation of the distribution function is more 
efficiently organized than that described above, but it is the same calculation in 
principle and produces exactly the same results. 
If the LOLP calculation is repeated for every hour of the year and the results for 
each hour are all summed together, the result is the probable number of outage 
"events" per year. The probable number of outage events per year can also be 
calculated using only that particular hour of each day corresponding to peak demand. 
[f only daily peaks are used, the calculated number of events per year will be smal,ler 
because 2.3 hours of each day are ignored. Some utilities calculate the annual LOLP 
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using only the daily peaks. Because of the different bases for the calculation, and because of different levels of emphasis on the importance of LOLP, there is no generally agreed upon criterion for an acceptable level of LOLP. It should be noted in this connection that the units of LOLP (and the quoted LOLP criterion) are often given to be hours per year (usually when the quoted annual LOLP was calculated using every hour of the year) and just as often said to be in days per year (usually when the calculation is based on daily peaks, but sometimes when every hour of the year is used and the results are divided by 24). There can get to be no end of confusion and debate about this, and it appears to be best to quote the number in terms of events per year while simultaneously indicating the basis for the calculation. 
For a system using all cQnventionai generation, there is some, merit to basing the calculation on daily peaks only, because the computational load is significantly reduced. This mode of calculation is often accurate enough because the peak hours tend to dominate LOLP and the general effect of changes in unit schedules, capacities and reliabilities is adequately reflected in the results. The LOLP criterion quoted for the system should reflect that the calculation is based only on daily peaks, of course. However, the availability of an optimally designed STEP {operated in a maximum-value mode} will vary considerably through the day. The output will generally go to zero in the late evening-early morning hours. This strong hourly variation has suggested that LOLP be calculated on an hourly basis. Heretofore, 1:h(! calculation of LOLP with a STEP in the generating mix has been based on the STEP availability (output) corresponding to a standard maximum-value operating procedure. 
There are two basic ways in which the LOLP has been calculated for a utility using a STEP in conjun£tion with conventional generation. Both approaches require hourly calculations and the synthesis of the STEP hourly power output based on as much historical insolation data as can be obtained (either directly or indirectly through correlation means). The two approaches are: 
(1) Subtract the synthesized STEP output from the demand, and 
calculate LOLP using the outage rate data for the conventional units 
meeting the residual demand. 
(2) Synthesize forced outage rates (domiflated by iflsolatioh outage) for the STEP usiflg the hourly STEP power output data, and then calculate LOLP using the outage rate data for both the STEP and 
conventional units meeting the total demand. 
Done correctly, the two approaches will give essefltially the same results, but the first requires averaging to remove the effects of arbitrary phasing betweefl society (as reflected in demand time histories) and STEP capability which has no dependence on the day of the week. Note in the first approach that the hour of the day corresponding to the peak residual cannot be identified a priori (unless the STEP capacity is small relative to the peak demand), suggesting that it is most appropriate to calculate LOLP on an hourly basis when evaluating a large STEP penetration. In addition to the averaging problem, the first approach requires treating supply a' a 
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negative demand which confuses the bookkeeping arid implementation of other demand-dependent criteria. It is more straightforward and computationaHy efficient to use the second approach. 
When the LOLP is calculated in this way for a small penetration of STEPs ( < 1596) into the mix, the improvement in the LOLP due to the addition of a STEP operating with a capacity factor CF is approximately equal to that which would be obtained with a conventional unit which has a nameplate rating of CF times the STEP nameplate rating. That is, the STEP "capacity credit" ~ CF (in percent) • 
An optimally designed STEP (according to earlier analyses, which are generally being confirmed by current analyses) will operate with a capacity factor of around 4096 in the Southwest. This is about the same as is obtained with a fossil-fueled cycling unit in a typical mix. The "capacity credit" for the STEP is also about 4096, depending on the capacities and numbers of STEPs relative to the capacities and number of hypothetical conventional units being displaced. 
If the LOLP improvement for the fossil plant were computed on the same basis, i.e., with its availability probability figured according to its output when economically dispatched, it would show the same results as computed in the above manner for a STEP. 
This immediately suggests that a means should be found to justify the calculation of the SToEP contribution to LOLP in the same way as ordinarily done for a conventional unit. If some amount of thermal storage can be added (without additional heliostats) to the system and that amount of storage is always topped off and available for emergencies when there has been a forced outage of other units, the LOLP can be calculated on the same basis as a conventional unit. That is, the STEP forced outage rate will be (1) essentially independent of time (thermal energy is always available from the emergency storage), and (2) small (basicaHy reflecting the same mishaps and breakage as experienced with a conventional thermal unit). 
It only remains to determine what amount of emergency storage is required to justify this approach. Six hours (additional)? Twelve hours? The answer wiH depend on (1) the duration of the subject utilities' daily high-demand period and its magnitude relative to the overall diurnal profiles, and (2) the time-to-repair statistics for that utilities' forced outages. Further analysis is required in this area and seems justified based on the foHowing simplitied cost and value analysis. 
The STEP cost analyses reported by DoE contractors in the summer of 1977 have been merged by Aerospace to form cost estimating relationships for use in various planning analyses. The CER for thermal storage is 
Avg cost for first N units, 1977 $/MWh = 
" 789,000 x (MWh/unitf·462 x N-·074 
Accepting for this analysis that the optimum amount of storage for facilitating a max-value dispatch of the STEP is 6 huurs x 100 MW = 600 MWh for a 100 MW plant (or 8.6 hours at a storage-driven output level of 70 MW) and that there wiH be 10 of these units purchased against a common spec: 
Avg cost per unit = $20.8 x 106 
If six hours of storage (at 70 MW) is added for emergency use: 
Avg cost per unit = $27.7 x 106 
The differential for fi'ldding six hours of schedulable operating capacity at 70 MW is 
therefore $6.9 x 10. It is now asserted that the STEP capacity credit is 70 MW 
because 0) its capacity is schedulable, and (2) its forced outage rate will be 
essentially the same as a conventional 70 MW intermediate unit. The capacity 
credit attributed to the STEP without this extra storage would be about .40 ~ 
100 MW = 40 MW. Thus, 30 MW of additional capacity can be obtained for $6.9 x 10 
or $230/kW. This is a very cost-effective number because the value of intermediate 
fossil capacity runs around $400/kW. Furthermore, the cost for the STEP will drop 
from around $6250/credited kW to $3670/credited kW, a 4196 decrease. 
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
For planning analyses, the operational value of a STEP must be calculated in a 
manner consistent with the way a STEP will actually be operated. Like any other 
generating unit under ordinary non-emergency conditions, a STEP will be operated so 
as to minimize the total utility cost of production. Because the STEP heat rate is 
zero, this will correspond to maximizing the value of the STEP output as de·fined by 
the incremental cost rate' for the economically dispatched conventional units. The 
STEP storage capacity optimized on this basis is that part of storage associated with 
standard non-emergency operations. 
It is then suggested that some additional amount of storage should be added (without 
a concomitant heliostat addition) to be held in reserve for emergencies 50 that full 
capacity credit can be attributed to the STEP. 
In planning the installation of new capacity, LOLP or some other similer criterion is 
IJsed to determine when and how much capacity must be added. The objective is to 
plan the new installations (and maintenance scheduling) so as to minimize the 
possibility of a capacity shortfall in emergency situations due to forced outage. 
Past studies of STEP operations have based the LOLP contribution of a STEP on its 
statistical availability when operated in a non-emergency maximum-value mode. 
Insolation outage dominates the statistical performance in this 'situation. It is 
suggested in this paper that it might be very cost effective to add some amount of 
storage which is always full and kept in reserve to meet generation emergencies. If 
enough storage is added (say six hours) to satisfy power pool contracts and other yet 
to be invented criteria based on time-to-repair statistics for conventional 
generation, full capacity credit should be attributable to the STEP. Further study is 
required. 
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concept of emergency storage is mentioned there, but dismissed immediately as being not cost effective. 
"A Methodology for Solar Thermal Plant Evaluation" prepared by John T. Day, Program Manager, Westinghouse Electric, Corporation, Draft Version, dated March 1977, (for EPRIl. 
The discussion of LOLP calculations was modified slightly and lifted from a subsection of the following paper to be published in the proceedings of the DoE Wind Energy Workshop held in Washington, DC, September 1977: 
"Loss of Load Probability and Capacity Credit Calculations for WECS" by Walter C. Melton, Tile Aerospace Corporation. ' 
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Paper 2-2 
OPTIMAL DISPATCH O'F STGRAGE FG'R SOLAR PLANTS 
IN A CONVENTIONAL ElECTRIC GRID 
J. B. Woodard 
Systems Studies Division III 8326 
Sandia Laboratories, Livermore 
February 1978 
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Sandia Laboratories, as technical manager of the advanced 
central receiver program, is evaluating technologies for 
solar thermal electric power plants. Solar plants may be 
designed and evaluated as stand-alone units using plant energy 
production cost as the figure of merit. But, because insolation 
and demand for electric power are imperfectly correlated in time, 
storage unit design and dispatch play key roles in determining 
the value of a solar eleci:ric plant to a conventional electric 
grid. To find out how grid cOilsiderations modify the evaluation 
and design of "solar plants, a storage dispatch algorithm must be 
developed which considers the load and other plants in the grid. 
This paper outlines the requirements for such a dispatch algorithm. 
The va lue of a sol ar pl ant is the difference of the present 
value of th'e conventional utility-wide generation costs without 
the solar plant and the present value of the conventional 
utility-wide generation costs with the solar plant. Conventional 
utility-wide generation costs include fixed costs (considering 
res·erve capacity) and variable costs (considering spinning 
reserve) for all non-solar plants in the network. In each case, 
the conventional or non-solar plants are optimized economically 
with the same reliability constraint. 
The value of a solar plant is influenced by system spinning 
reserve requirements, system reserve capacity requirements, and 
the timing of solar plant generation, as well as the total annual 
electrical energy produced. Power produced by the solar plant 
is more valuable during periods of high demand. A base load 
solar plant may not be twice as valuable as a plant with a 5Q% 
capacity factor but which ca.n generate during the system peaks. 
Proper desig.n and operation of the solar plant can enhance its 
ability to replace high·cost fuel. 
Reserve capacity is the difference of the net system 9,ener-
ating capability and the system maximum load requirements. 
Adding solar plants to the grid may require additional reserve 
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capacity to maintain system rel iability. Solar plant capacity 
credit may be enhanced by proper solar plant design and operation. 
Spinning reserve is the difference of the capability of 
generating units immediately available and system load. Hydro 
plants with less than two hours of operation remaining are not 
counted by Southern California Edison in their calculation of 
spinning reserve. It remains to be determined how solar plants 
will be counted in the calculation of spinning reserve. Counting 
a solar plant only if there is energy in storage will decrease 
the val u.e 0 f a sol a r p 1 ant un 1 e s s it i s pro per 1 y des i gn e d an d 
operated. 
To illustrate the need to understand grid requirements. 
consider sizing the electric power generation capability of a 
storage system in a solar plant with a water/steam receiver and 
a dual admission turbine. The storage system is a two-stage 
unit with a rock/oil-packed bed. main storage loop and a molten 
salt. separate-tank superheat loop. Higher generation capability 
from storage requires greater pressure in the steam generator. 
But hig,her boiling pressures mean smaller temperature differences 
in the oil and. therefore. more rock. oil and, tanks are required 
ments. This is illustrated on the T-H diagram in Figure 1. 
Curve 1 shows the path taken by the receiver steam when changing 
thermal storage. Curve 2 is the turbine expansion line. 
Curves 3 and 4 are the paths taken by the storage steam during 
discharge at 5@0 psia and 1000 psia. Clearly. the 1000 psia 
curve intersects the turbine expansion line neare-r the turbine 
inlet' and provides more electric power. However. th,e temper-
ature difference is smaller for the 1000 psia curve requiring 
more~ oil. rock and tanks. 
The relative cost of the storage unit as a function of its 
relative generation capability is shown in Figure 2. From this 
curve it appears possible to increase the storage generation capa-
bility above 70% at a modest increase in cos:t. The benefits of 
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increased generation capability are the ability to displace more 
high-cost fuel, increased ~apacity credit and larger spinning 
reserve credit. Quantification of these benefits requires the 
development of a dispatch algorithm and grid simulation which 
can compute the value of a solar plant. Without quantification 
of the value of a solar plant, it is impossible to say if the 
i nc r ea s e inc 0 s tis jus t if i ed . 
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OPTIMAL DISPATCtI OF STORAGE FOR SOLAR 
PLANTS IN A CONVENTIONAL ELECTRIC GRID 
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THE QUE S T ION 
HOW WIl.L ELECTRIC GRID CONSIDERATIONS MODIFY A SOLAR 
PLANT DESIGNED TO MINIMIZE PLANT POWER PRODUCTION COSTS 
(MILLS/KWHE), 
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DES I GNP A RAM E T E R S 0 FIN T ERE S T 
• FIEUI AND RECEIVER SIZE 
• 'STORAGE CHARGF. RATE 
• STORAGE CAPACITY 
• GENERATING CAPACITY AND EFFICIENCY FROM STORAGE 
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V A L U E 0 F A SOL A R P LAN T 
DIFFERENCE OF 
AND 
PRESENT VALUE OF CONVENTIONAL UTILITY-WIDE 
GENERATION COSTS WITHOUT THE SOLAR PLANT 
PRESENT VALUE OF CONVENTIONAL UTILITY-WIDE 
GENERATION COSTS WlIH THE SOLAR PLANT. 
CONVENTIONAL UTI LlTY-WIIDE GENERATION COSTS 
FIXED (INCLl:JDING RESERVE CAPACITY) 
VARIABLE (INCLUDING SPINNING RESERVE) 
FOR ALL NON-SOLAR PLANTS OPTIMIZED ECONOMICALLY WITH THE 
SAME RELIABILITY CONSTRAINTS 
I. 132 
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E CON 0 M leD I SPA T C H 
o F SOL A R P LAN T S 
POWER PRODUCED DURING PERIODS OF HIGH DEMAND IS MORE 
VALUABLE TO THE GR ID. 
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RES E R VEe A PAC I T Y 
DIFFERENCE OF 
NET SYSTEM GENERATING CAPABILITY 
AND 
SYSTEM MAXIMUM LOAD REQUIREMENTS 
INCLUDING SOLAR PLANTS IN AN ELECTRIC GRID MAY REQUIRE 
ADDITIONAL RESERVE CAPACITY TO MAINTAIN SYSTEM RELIABILITY, 
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S PIN N I N G RES E R V E 
DIFFERENCE OF 
AND 
TOTAL CAPACITY OF GENERATING UNITS IMMEDIATELY 
AVAILABLE 
SYSTEM LOAD 
HYDRO PLANTS WITH LESS THAN TiIO HOURS OF OPERATION REMAINING 
MAY NOT BE COUNTED IN THE CALCULATION OF SPINNING RESERVE. 
WILL SOLAR PLANTS WITH NO ENERGY IN SfORAGE BE COUNTED 
IN THE CALCULATION OF SPINNING RESERVE? 
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n I SPA T C H S T RAT E G Y 
FOR SOLAR STORAGE 
THE OPTIMAL JilISPATCH STRATEGY SHOI!JLD MINIMIZE THE UTILITY 
AVERAGE BUSBAR ENERGY COST OR MAXIMIZE THE VAUH£ OF THE 
SOI,.AR PLANT. 
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THE OPTIMAL DISPATCH STRATEGY MUST CONSIDER APPROPRIATELY 
THE FOLLOWING GOALS: 
• PLANT OUTPUT MAXIMIZATION "SUN FOLLOWING" 
• RESERVE CAPACITY MINIMIZATION -- "PEAK SHAVING" 
• FUEL COST MINIMIZATION -- "ECONOMIC DISPATCH" 
(INCLUDING SPINNING RESERVE) 
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Paper 2-3 
THERMAL STORAGE COST/TEMPERATURE TRADEOFFS FOR 
SOLAR TOTAL ENERGY SYSTEMS (STES)* 
M. Donabedian 
THERMAL STORAGE Al"PLIC_<\TIONS WORKSHOP 
Solar Energy Research Institute 
Golden, Colorado 
14-15 February 1978 
This work was perfo.rmed at The Aerospace Corporation under 
. Contract No. EY-76-C-03-1101 for Division of Solar Energy. Energy 
Research and Development Administration. 
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ABSTRACT 
The Solar Total Energy System (STES) mission analysis being per-formed by The Aerospace Corporation involves the identification and selection of appropriate STES applications, economic analysis, and the assessment of industrial market potential. One of the key technical areas involving industrial application is the requirement for high temperature storage, its related cost and its effect on industrial market potentiaL 
This paper presents an analysis of the cost of high temperature sensible heat storage systems in the range of 400 0 F to 900 0 F and also presents a summary of the effect of storage temperature on STES industrial market po-tential. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A Solar Total Energy System (STES) is characterized by the use of 
solar energy for on-site generation of electricity, with recovery and reuse of 
turbine waste heat to meet thermal demands such as process heat, space 
heating and cooling, and water heating. Further, when industrial applications 
are considered which require relatively high temperature pI'ocess energy, 
thermal demands may be provided directly from the collector or storage 
system. The STES Mission Analysis being performed by The Aerospace 
Corporation involves the identification and selection of appropriate STES 
applications, and the assessment of STES market potential. 
One of the key technical areas affecting the industrial applications of 
STES is the requirement for high temperature storage and its related cost. 
Requirements for storage have been previously reported (Ref. 9). This paper 
discusses an analysis that was performed to develop a more detailed under-
standing of the effect of STES maximum operating temperatures on high 
temperature storage costs. Storage subsystem costs are developed for 
various sensible heat thermal storage fluids (alone and in combination with 
rocks) as a function of maximum operating temperature. IncLuded in the 
calculations are cost of tankage and insulation, initial fluid charge, and 
periodic fluid replacement due to decomposition of the fluid at high tempera-
tures. This study was limited to a sensible heat fluid system because it 
currently e,mibits the lowest level of technical risk and has been selected as 
the preferred approach for the 10 MW solar thermal electric pilot plant in e 
Barstow, CaLifornia. 
Summary data are also presented on the effect of storage temperature 
on industrial market potential based on a separate study. 
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A. A SOLAR TOTAL ENERGY SYST:E;M FOR INDUSTRIAL 
APPLICATIONS 
A conceptual STES for industrial application requiring both a high 
temperature and low temperature thermal energy is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
In the concept shown, a conunon fluid is utilized in the collector and high 
temperature storage system. The high temperature storage system supplies 
energy either to a Mgh temperature thermal load and/or into a Rankine cycle 
organic fluid power ,generating system. 
A low temperature water loop is used to absorb the Rankine cycle con-
denser heat which is collected and stored in a low temperature storage sys-
tem. The low temperature storage is then utilized to provide additional 
energy for low temperature thermal process loads and/or for space and 
domestic water heating, or to power absorption refrigeration systems. Al-
ternate concepts using a central receiver/heliostat system utilizing steam and 
indirect heat exchangers for coupling to the high temperature storage system 
have also been utilized in mission analysis s'c',dies. 
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II. HIGH TEMPERATURE THERMAL STORAGE FLUIDS 
A. FLUID CHARACTERISTICS 
A number of fluids have been considered for use as a sensible heat 
storage medium; they include water, molten salts, liquid metals, c'onventional 
hydrocarbons (e. g., jet fuels), and various types of heat transfer oils. 
Although each of these may be appropriate under certain specific conditions, 
many of these fluids can be excluded because of one or more factors such as 
high vapor pressure, poor stability, safety, materials compatibility, opera-
tional restraints, availability, or cost. The candidate materials remaining 
are conventional heat transfer oils such as the Therminol family of fluids 
(Monsanto Chemical Company). Caloria HT-43 (Exxon Corporation), Dow-
therm A (Dow Chemical Company), a molten salt such as HITEC (E. I. DuPont), 
water, ethylene glycol-water solutions, or a combination of any of the above 
with crushed rock to reduce storage cost. A sum,mary of some of the perti-
nent characteristics of these materials is presented in Table 1, and additional 
discussion follows in the paragraphs below. 
1. Heat Transfer Oils 
The fluids of most interest in this category include Therminol 55 and 66 
(T-55 and T-66), Caloria HT-43 and Dowtherm A. All these fluids have 
similar volmnetric heat capacities and can be utilized over a relatively wide 
range. In order to minimize oxidation, an inert gas blanket (normally NZ) is required. T-55 and T-66 are useful from about 300 F to the range of 500 0 F to 
600 0 F, depending on the useful life required. One practical limitation of 
T-66 is its relatively high cost (i.e .. $5. 67/gal). T-55 is considerably 
cheaper at ab,?ut $1. SO/gal but exhibits a somewhat higher degradation at 
elevated temperatures. 
Caloria HT-43~ marketed by Exxon Corporation and formerly known as 
Humbletherm 500, has been used for a number of years at moderate temper-
atures, but only limited documented information is available on Us stability 
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Table 1. Summary of Pertinent Fluid Properties l 
Therminol Ca laria 
Property Units 66 HT·43 
Bensity Ib/n 3 51. 3 43.4 
Specific Heat Btu/lb- OF 0,575 0,7 
Volumetric Btu/tt:) _ OF 29.5 31.5 Specific Heat 
Thermal Btu/hr-ft·oF 0,064 0.07 Conductivity 
Viscosity Centhtokes 0.55 1.02 
Boiling Point at OF 6454 6254 One Atmosphere 
Freezing Point OF _ 183 153 
Vapor Pressure psia 1,934 1.54 
Ope rating Ra nge OF 0-o5fJ 30-600 
Approximate Cost $/go1 5.67 1.40 
lproperties are given at 5000 F unless otherwise noted. 
2 Bu1k density for 25% voids 
3 p . our pOint 
4 For lO% weig'ht loss 
5 Based on 31. 5 cents /Ib 
6Based on $13. OO/ton and 25% voids 
Dowtherm Water 60% Ethylene Glycol, A HlTEC (@200°F) 40"/0 Water (~2000F) 
53. I 118 60,2 64,0 
0.53 0.36 1,0 0,83 
28.1 43, 7 60.2 53. 1 
0,065 0.242 0,395 0.21 
0,42 2.33 0.30 0,90 
500 1500+ 212 232 
53,6 288 32 
-65 
15.74 
- -- - 13,5 9.5 
450-750 300,-900 40-100 
-65-310 
5,17 4.975 
---- 0.90 
-
-, 
----
, .' J ; 
" 
Crushed 
Rock 
1472 
0,27 
30,9 
1,5 
- ---
----
----
-- --
2000+ 
0,106 
!t _ ·l 
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and materials compatibility characteristics at elevated temperatures. The 
o fluid has been recommended for use up to about 600 F. Based on a cost of about $1.40/gal, Caloria HT-43 appears to offer the lowest cost heat transfer oil storage medium. 
Dowtherm A, which is a eutectic mixture of 73.50/0 diphenyl oxide and 26.5"10 diphenyl, is one of the oldest and most widely used organic heat transfer fluids in the chemical process industries. The manufacturer, Dow Chemical Company, suggests use of the fluid in the temperature range between 450 0 F and 750 0 F. Dowtherrn A has a substantially higher vapor pressu're than the Therminols or HT-43 and requires pressurization above 5000 F. At 750 0 F, for example, the vapor pressure is approximately 160 psia. Another undesirable property of Dowtherm A is its freezing point of 53.6°F, thus requiring an internal heating system with its various associated opera-tional problems to maintain the liquid phase. The cost of Dowtherm A is approximately $5.17/gal. 
a. DecomPosition of Heat Transfer Oils 
The heat transfer oils identified above decompose at elevated tempera-tures to varying degrees. This decomposition is customarily measured by the rate of weight loss based on controlled laboratory testing. Comparative decomposition rates used in this study, shown in Fig. 2, are based on test data reported in Refs. 1 through 4. Notice that, with the exception of Dow-therm A, the rate of weight loss becomes quite signific'ant at temperatures approaching 600 0 F; thus, the useful life of these fluids is limited to teInpera-tures below 6000 F. 
2. HITEC 
Molten salts have been used for years by the chemical and manufacturing industrie"s in heat transfer systems for the storage of heat. The most com-mon member of the family of inorganic salt mixtures is known as HTS (heat transfer salt), which is a molten water-soluble eutectic mixture used for 
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heat transfer at atmospheric pressure within a 3000 F to 16000 F temperature 
range. 'the composition of HTS can vary within wide limits with slight 
effects on physical properties. The specific mixture which has received the 
most attention is HTS 1, tnore popularly known as HITEC, which is a registered 
trademark of E. I. DuPont. HITEC is a eutectic mixture of 40% sodium 
nitrite (NaNOZ)' 7% sodium nitrate (NaN03), and 53% potassium nitrate 
(KN03). This tnixture is relatively stable and has essentially unlimited life 
at temperatures up to 900oF. Other properties are summarized in Table 1. 
The freezing point of HITEC is ZSSoF, although crystals may precipi-
tate out as high as 450o F. Thus, the operational requirements for internal 
heaters and/or a pump-out system must be considered as an undesirable 
feature. Another undesirable feature is that the containment vessels must be 
fabricated from higher cost stainless steels. 
3. Water and Ethylene Glycol Water (EGW) 
Water is obviously an ideal thermal storage medium at tnoderate 
temperatures because of its high specific heat, availability, low cost, et 
cetera. However, two factors which limit its practical operating temperature 
range are its relatively high freezing point and its high vapor pressure at 
elevated temperatures necessitating a pressurized storage systetn. In addi-
tion, corrosion and rust inhibitors are normally required. Although the cost 
of the high pressure tanks and related components increases significantly with 
increasing pressure, systems with water have been proposed for use up to 
5300 F (900 psia) in special applications. For general process use, however, 
the upper temperature Utnit is considered to be about 400oF, corresponding 
to a vapor pressure at Z47 psia. 
The freezing point can be relatively easily depressed while tnaintaining 
reasonably good thertnal properties by utilizing an ethylene glycol-water 
(EGW) solution. For example, the use of 60% glycol solution depresses the 
freezing point to _6S oF but significantly increases the thermal storage cost. 
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The cost of ethylene g~vcol in bulk is estimated to be $1. ZO/gal (Ref. 4). 
This fluid will not be' considered further in this study, since it is limited to 
a practical maximum operating temperature of about 3Z0oF. 
B. STORAGE SYSTEM COSTS 
In sensible heat storage systems, the required volume is inversely 
proportional to the volumetric heat capacity and the allowable temperature 
difference (.:\t) in the thermal storage media; thus 
where 
v 
Q 
3 
• volume (ft ) 
• 
= heat storage (Btu) 
/ 3 0 = volumetric specific heat (Btu ft - F) 
.:\t = temperature difference between the hot and cold fluid in the tank (oF) 
The initial cost of storage can then be computed as 
where 
C 
(7. 48)(C F +CT)(Q) 
C
v IH 
= cost of fluid (and rock) and tankage ($) 
CF = cost oithe fluid (and rock) ($/gal) 
= cost of the tankage which includes insulation and 
supports ($/gal) 
7.4.8 = conversion factor (gal/ft3 ) 
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In order to determine how storage cost is influenced by the maximum storage 
temperature (t ), two additional factors are required: (1) the variation of max 
At with t ,and (Z) the fluid replacement cost due to decomposition of cer-max 
tain organic fluids at elevated temperatures. 
The variation in thermal storage operating At with twas exal\1lined max for various solar thermal systems including total energy and solar thermal 
pilot plant power generating systems as well as solar irrigation concepts in 
order to provide a realistic basis of evaluation. The type of application, 
storage medium and the source of the data points are shown in Fig. 3. Based 
on these data points, a simple straightline relationship between At and t 
max was defined (indicated on Fig. 3) as follows: 
At = 0.65 (t - 310) max (3 ) 
With substitution of Eq. (3) into Eq. (Z), the initial cost of storage can be 
determined in terms of c
v ' t and the cost per gallon of the storage medium max 
and tankage. 
The annual replacement cost of fluid due to decomposition at elev'ated 
te:rnperatures can be defined in terms of the weight loss percentage per year, 
the initial volume of fluid and the bulk cost of the fluid. The weight IOl',s 
(percent per Week) used as a basis for analysis for !:aloria HT-43, Ther-
minol 66 and Dowtherm A are given in J?ig. Z. 
For fluid/ rock combinations, the total volume required is based on 
the effective volumetric heat capacity of the combination (based on Z5% voids 
for the rocks). The initial fluid vulume is then Z5% of the.total volume. 
Based on review of detail cost data and system descriptions of 10 MW pilot 
e plants in Refs. 5 through 7, the cost of tankage (which includes the tank, 
supports; and insulation) was assumed to be $1. 50/g<l.1 in this analysis. 
A cursory examination was made initially to determine the relative in-
fluence of pressure on the cost of tankage in order that pressurized water 
systems might also be included. However, the level of detail required to 
provide realistic cost relationships for high pressure vessels was beyond the 
scope of this effort • 
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III. EFFECT OF STORAGE TEMPERATURE ON STORAGE COSTS 
The cost of storage in $: 1 000 Btu was computed for fluid and fluid/ rock 
combinations using Caloria HT-43, Therminol66, Dowtherm A, and fluid 
only (i. e., without/ rocks) using HITEC. Bulk costs are shown in Table 1 and 
are based on quotations from the fluid suppliers. The results for each fluid 
and/or fluid rock combinations are shown in Figs. 4 through 8. A compa.ra-
tive summary .for all the fluids is presented in one chart in Fig. 9. Notice 
that the initial costs for all the systems can be maintained between $3/1000 
$ / 0 0 Btu and 6 1000 Btu over the entire temperature range of 400 F to 900 F. 
The annual fluid replacement costs, however, are seen to increase very 
rapidly for the oils as the teznperature is increased. If the present value of 
the annual replacement costs is added to the initial cost of the storage, then 
the total cost will rise sharply as temperature is increased. 
The annual fluid replacement costs shown in Figs. 4 through 8 were 
converted to present value assuming a 30-year life, 6% inflation rate, and 
8% interest rate. The results are shown in Fig. 10 for the lowest cost sys-
tems of those examined. Notice that the storage costs including fluid replace-
ment can be maintained at a nominal value of about $4.50/1000 Btu over the 
temperature range of 400 0 F to 900 0 F by selection of the proper fluid. How-
ever, in the operating temperature range of 600 0 F to 900oF, the use of fluids 
such as Dowtherm A and HITEC are required. The characteristics of these 
fluids result in added complexity of storage, which would be expected to 
increase tankage costs above the nominal value of $1. SO/gal assumed in this 
study. For Dowtherm A, the complexity involves the requirement for a 
pressurized system. For HITEC the added problems involve a high freezing 
point that requires heaters and a pump-out system plus the requirement for 
stainless steel containment vessels. A more detailed analysis would be 
required to assess these potential incremental costs. 
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IV. EFFECT OF STORAGE TEMPERATURE ON MARKET POTENTIAL 
In order to determ.ine the potential payoffs of utilizing higher storage 
temperatures, the effect of tem.perature on the m.arket potential is required. 
The market potential of STES relative to industrial applications is dependent 
on the tem.perature requirem.ents of the industry. Although current solar 
receiver configurations can practically generate fluid tem.peratures up to 
lOOOoF, a potential lim.iting factor is the high tem.perature storage capabilities 
and costs. 
Based on the data derived from. the 1974 Survey of Manufacturers and 
supplemental data developed by Intertechnology Corporation (Ref. 8), tem.p-
erature and process energy dem.and characteristics were developed for over 
500 industries. The results, reported in Ref. 9 and sum.m.arized in Tables 
2 and 3, show that 640/0 of the industrial total ene rgy use requirements are 
below 500oF, where all the oils identified can be easily utilized at near 
minimum. cost. Some of the typical industries that utilize process heat below 
l;oOoF are shown in Table 4. From Table 5 it can be seen that extension of 
storage operating levels to 900 0 F would perm.i.t STES applications in cellulose 
fiber manufacture, metal coatings, and portions of the petroleum. refining 
industry. This could result in an increase of about 100/0 in STES overall 
market potential. The remaining 260/0 of the industrial total energy use 
o 0 requirements range from 900 F to 3300 F. 
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Table 2. 1974 Industrial Energy Application 
(All Temperature Range's) 
INDUSTRY 
FOOD AND K INDHED PRODUCTS 
PAPER AND ALLIED PRODUCTS 
CHEMICALS, ALLIED PRODUCTS 
PETROLEUM AND COAL PRODUCTS 
STONE, CLAY, GLASS PRODUCTS 
P'RIMARY METAL INDUSTRIES 
FABRICAlED METAL PRODUCTS 
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ElECTRIC 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT 
ALL OTHERS 
- --------- --
TOTAL ENERGY 
(kWh X 109) 
280.2 
390.0 
858.1 
459.4 
391.5 
774.0 
120.7 
107.8 
109.9 
433.1 
TOTAL 3924.7 
*S'IC = Standard Industry Clas.sificatio·!\ 
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SIC* 
2823 
2911 
3211 
3221 
3241 
3251 
3255 
3274 
3295 
3312 
332 
333 
3479 
3621 
3711 
Table 3. Industries Exceeding Proces.s Temperature' 
Requirement of 5000 F (Ref. 9) 
Industry 
Cellulose Manmade Fibers 
Petroleum Refining 
Flat Glass 
Glass Containers 
Hydraulic Cement 
Brick, Structural Tile 
Clay Refractories 
Lime 
Minerals, Ground/Treated 
Blast Furnace, Steel Mill 
Iron, Steel Foundries 
Primary Non-Ferrous Metals 
Metal Coating and Allied 
Motors, Generators. 
Motor Vehicles and Car Bodies 
U. S. Total, AU Industries 
Percent of High Temperature 
Industrial Proces ses Exceeding 
5000 F 
Temperature 
Range (OF) 
550 
650-1600 
930-2700 
1200-2900 
2300-2700 
2500 
3300 
1800 
1100-1900 
2700 
2700 
2000-2500 
850 
1500-1700. 
2650 
* SIC = Standard Industry Classification 
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Total Energy, 
(kWh x 109) 
19. 1 
435.0 
18.9 
41.2 
144.8 
21. 1 
7.5 
28.7 
9.7 
448.4 
51.8 
155.7 
5.0 
5.8 
-12 • 4 
1425. 1 
3924. 7 
36.3% 
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SIC* 
3323 
2051 
1475 
3079 
2082 
2611 
2812 
2653 
2951 
2611 
2611 
2435 
2611 
3321 
20 
Table 4. Some Typical Industries Requiring Process 
Heat Below 5000 F (Ref. 10) 
Industry and Process 
Ferrous Coatings, Steel Foundries 
B read and Baked Goods 
Phosphate Rock, Drying 
Plastic Products 
Malt Beverages 
Pulp Mills, Pulp Digestion 
Alkalis a'.l1d Chlorine 
Solid and Corrugated Fiber 
Paving Mixtures" Aggregate 
Pulp Mills, Paper Drying 
Pulp Mills, Liquid Treatment 
Plywood, Drying 
Pulp Mills, Refining 
Ferrous Castings, Pickling 
Various Selected Food Processing 
Temperature 
Range (OF) 
300-475 
420-460 
450 
425 
400 
370 
350 
300-350 
275-325 
290 
280 
250 
150 
100-212. 
140-280 
*SIC = Standard Industry Classification 
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Table 5. Industries with Process Temperature Require-
ments Between 5000 F and 9000 F 
SIC Industry 
Total Enex;py 
('kWh x 10 ) 
Z9ll Petroleum Refining 391.5 
Z8Z3 Cellulose Fibers 19. 1 . 
3479 Metal Coating 5.8 
415.6 
U. S. Total Industries 39Z4.7 
Percent Energy of 
Industrial Processes 
Between 500 0 F and 
9000 F 10.6"1. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
Fluid replacement t~osts were found to significantly increase sensible 
heat, high temperature sl;orage costs for organic fluids when the fluids are 
utilized near their upper useful range. A nominal cost of $4.50/1000 Btu 
was determined to be appropriate for use in mission analyses in the temp-
o 0 
erature range of 400 F 1:0 900 F. 
Operation of a thermal storage system beyond 600oF, however, 
requires the us,e of Dowtherm A for up to 7000 F and molten salts such as 
HITEC for up tr, 900oF. The characteristics of these fluids result in addi-
tional complexity which would be expected to increase tankage costs above 
the nominal value assumed in this study. A detailed analysis would be re-
quired to assess these incremental costs. 
A review of temperature reqUirements for industrial energy use 
showed that those industries requiring thermal process temperatures (and 
thereby storage temperatures) below 5000 F comprised 64% of the total 
industrial energy usage. It was further 'lil\timated that an extension of the 
o 0 thermal storage temperature beyond 500 F and up to 900 F could result in 
an increase in STES market potential of about 10%. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
There are two potential applications of solar-electric power plants in a 
bulk (utility) power system. One application, referred to as e~ergy dis-
placement, results in a savings of fuel and other variable expenses associuted 
with conventional power plants. The other application, and the one considered 
in this study, is to use solar power plants to perform the same functions as 
conventional power plants (direct-replacement or sometimes referred to as 
capacity displacement). In this latter application, energy storage systems 
are generally thought to be essential elements of solar power plants. Thus, 
as a companion program to solar technology development, the Department of 
Energy is conducting an R&D program on energy storage. The general objective 
of the present study is to develop information on ene·rgy storage requirements 
as an aid to planning and implementing the research and development work. 
The specific objectives of the study are: 
• To derive cost targets (or what can be afforded) for energy storage 
systems over a range of applications of direct-replacement solar-
thermal power plants . 
• To determine the amount of energy storage required for a given cost 
of storage. 
The utility applications considered in this report are base-load (100% 
demand factor) and intermediate-load (50% and 25% demand factor). Locations 
examined are Inyokern, Chicago, and Philadelphia. The locations selected are 
intended to provide a representative sampling of U.S. conditions with respect 
to both solar resources and utility system load patterns. 
A schematic of the solar thermal power plant configuration is shown in 
Fig. 1. For purposes of economic analyses, the power plant was subdivided 
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into the following three eost eenters: (1) Solar steam supply system, 
(2) Energy storage system, and (3) Power eonversion system. Each solar 
power plant was assumed to have a power eonversion system rating of 100 MW(e). 
2. ANALYTICAL MODELS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
2.1 Treatm~nt of Backup Capaeity 
The question of power system reliability must always be addressed when 
eonsidering solar power plants to perform the same funetion as eonventional 
power plants. The usual statement of what reliability is required for a 
power system (not individual plants making up the system) is that failure to 
meet demand should not exeeed one day in ten years. This eorresponds to a 
system reliability of 99.97%. The reliability eriterion is met for most 
power systems eonsisting of eonventional power plants by installing reserve 
capaeity of 15% to 25% of peak demand. 
The reason that solar power plants must be given speeial attention with 
respeet to system reliability stems from the faet that the energy resourees 
for sueh plants are available only intermittently. But the problem is not 
that this intermitteney neeessarily leads to unreliable individual power 
plants; even with a modest amount of energy storage capacity, solar power 
plant availability factors, for many applicat,ions, can approach those achiev-
able with conventional power plants.* The reliability question with solar 
power plants comes about because advers,e climatic conditions may cause all, 
or a large portion of, solar power plants in the system to fail simulta-
neously. If this happens, and if a substantial portion of the system gener-
ating eapacity comes from solar plants, the system reliability criterion 
*This assumes that t'he Solar R&D program will lead to systems that are as reliable meehanically as conventional power plants. 
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cannot be met without adding independent backup capacity amounting to about 
100% of the solar power plant capacity. The situation is analogous to the 
case if a utility decided to supply their entire demand from one large con-
ventional power plant. Even though this one power plant might be extremely 
reliable, there is no chance it could meet the 1 day in ten year reliability 
required by the system; thus 100% backup capacity would be needed. The alter-
native in the case of conventional power plants is to meet the demand using a 
number of smaller blocks of capacity each of which is independent of the 
others with respect to failures. The key point here is that failures be in-
dependent, and it is very difficult to demonstrate that solar power plants 
located in the same region are independent with respect to solar-resource 
related failures. 
One obvious question related to the above discussion of resource-related 
failures concerns the effect of energy storage capacity on system reliability. In particular, is it not possible to make the probability of system failure 
due to lack of solar resources sufficiently small by adding storage capacity? Qualitatively, the answer is that the greater the amount of storage, the more 
reliable the system,l and from a technical standpoint one could add suf-
ficient storage capacity, even in a power system dominated by sol?r power 
plants, to satisfy the stringent system reliability requirements. But as a 
practical DJa·tter, the amount of storage required, for a system containing a 
significant amount of solar capacity, would be much greater than could be 
economically justified relative to the alte·rnative of providing the necessary 
backup capacity with combusion turbines. Thus, in this study, power system 
reliability is provided by 100% backup capacity using combustion turbines. 
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2.2 Economic Tradeoffs 
As noted above, every solar power plant considered in this study con-• , 
sists of solar components plus a combustion turbine with capacity correspond-
" 
ing to the rating of the solar power plant. Thus, with this model there is 
,,-: 
i 
no question about the reliability of the solar power system; it is just as 
reliable (actually a bit more so) as a system consisting of conventional coal 
"" ; or nuclear power plants. 
Each power plant in a power system is required to produce energy on a 
schedule determined by the system demand. The question with a solar power 
plant is what part of this energy demand will be satisfied by solar-derived 
electricity and what part by the fueled (combustion turbine) backup. The 
r effect of adding more energy storage (and more collection capability to fill 
the storage) is to increase the solar portion of energy delivered in the demand 
band. This point is illustrated in Fig. 2 where, for purposes of diacussion, 
a base-load energy demand (100% demand factor) is assumed. With no energy 
storage and a normal day, approximately one-third of the energy delivered in 
the demand-band is derived from solar; the remaining energy comes from operat-
ing the fueled backup system. Adding 6 hours of storage capacity (6 kW·hr of 
storage per kW of plant rated output), with an associated increase in collector 
size to fill the storage, increases the solar contribution to more than half. 
Further increases in storage capacity increase the solar contribution and de-
crease the fuel contribution to energy delivered in the demand-band. 
The above discussion suggests a basis for determining an optimum solar 
power plant configuration (storage and collector capacity); the optimization 
scheme is shown in Fig. 3. As noted previously, an increase in storage and 
associated collector capacity results in a decrease in the amount and cost of 
'I" 
'':' , 
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the fuel contribution. At the same time, there is an increase in the capital I J 
I 
, 
J 
i 1 
cost of the solar power plant. Thus, there is a tradeoff between capital 
! 
• 
" j 
cost of the solar power plant and variable operating (mostly fuel) cost of 
I 
the combustion turbine. Generally, a minimum cost for delivering energy into 
• 
the demand-band occurs, and this represents the economic optimum configuration 
. 
for the solar power plant. 
• ! 1 
· • 1 
, 
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In addition to determining the optimum amount of storage for a given 
!' ; 
· 
; storage cost and other fixed input data, it is also desirable to know the 
value of, or how much can be afforded for, storage as a function of energy 
storage capacity. Figure 4 represents the general shape of the total annual 
cost of delivering a specified amount of energy on a cartain demand schedule 
excluding the cost (but including the effect) of energy storage; Fig. 4 is 
identical to Fig. 3 except for the exclusion of the cost of energy storage 
capacity. If a certain amount of energy storage capacity is selected and 
this capacity is increased by a small increment, there is a corresponding 
decrease in annual cost (see Fig. 4). This decrease is the annual value of 
the last increment of energy storage. The annual value can easily be con-
verted to an equivalent capital investment per unit of storage capacity. 
Figure 5 illustrates the general shape of the unit value curve. As it turns 
out this figure has 'additional utility; if the cost of energy storage is , ' 
known, and this value is entered on the ordinate, the optimum amount of energy 
storage may be read on the abscissa. 
2.3 Defining the Demand Band 
How much energy is to be supplied per year and on what schedule are 
parameters that need to be established before analyzing solar power plants. 
For base load power plants, the demand was assumed to be continuous (100% 
, , 
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Fig. 4. Method of determining the marginal worth of energy storage. 
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* demand factor). The dispatching model used for intermediate load power 
plants is similar to the one used by Aerospace Corporation in their mission 
analysis studies. 2 With this model it is assumed that when the total power-
system demand reaches some prespecified fraction of peak demand for the day, 
the power plant under consideration is required to deliver its full rated 
output (see Fig. 6). When the system demand falls below the prespet:ified 
figure, the power plant shuts down. 
2.4 Cost and Performance Assumptions 
Eco~omic Ground Rules 
Basic assumptions used in the engineering economic analyses are shown in 
Tah1e 1. The economic ground rules are typical of those used by investor-
owned electric utilities. 
Capital, O&M and Fuel Costs 
Fuel and O&M cost assumptions are shown in Table 2. A range of fuel 
prices was considered for both oil and coaL The "low" and "reference" 
values are from Ref. 1 and represent consistent sets of oil and coal prices 
(1. e., if combustion turbines are to be used for peaking servic~ and coal for 
low-intermediate and higher capacity factors, then oil and coal prices are 
keyed so that each will be an economic choice in its domain). The "high" 
prices were obtained'by simply doubling the reference"va1ues. The high oil 
price ($48/bb1) might represent a situa.tion where the only oil available is 
that derived frow coal • 
The reason coal prices are considered in this study is that the out-of-
band energy from solar plants is dumped into the system; the effect is to 
*This is not to say that the capaci.ty factor );""1:" a solar power plant 
supplying the demand -band is 100%. The capacity [,!-cto" in this analysis is 
the product of the demand factor and the mechanical aV'D"l~',' <.ity factor 
(assumed to be 88% for all cases). 
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Fig. 6. 9ispatching scheme for intermediate load solar power plants. 
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Table 1. Economic ground rules 
Return on equity, %/year 12.0 
Interest on borrowed money, %/year 8.0 
Fraction of capitalization from 0.53 
debt 
Federal income tax rate, % 48.0 
State income tax rate, % 
Escalation rate on all expenses 
after plant startup, %/year 
Plant lifetime, years 
Levelizing factor for all 
expenses 
Yearly charge rate on capital, % 
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3.0 
5.0 
30 
1.593 
15.5 
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Table 2. Fuel and O&M costs in terms of 1976 dollars 
Fuel prices 
Oil for combustion turbine, $/bbl 
Low 
Reference 
High 
Coal for steam plants, $/ton 
Low 
Reference 
High 
Variable unit energy costs,a 
mills/kW' hr 
Combustion turbine 
Low 
Reference 
High 
Coal-fired steam plant 
Low 
Reference 
High 
Annual O&M expenses for solar power 
plants, % of initial investment 
Start of 
operation 
19 
24 
48 
24 
53 
106 
42.9 
54.3 
105.0 
10.8 
22.2 
43.1 
1.5 
30-year 
leve1ized 
30.27 
38.24 
76.48 
38.24 
84.45 
168.90 
68.4 
86.5 
167.3 
17.3 
35.4 
68.7 
2.39 
a The variable unit energy costs include fuel and va,riable 
O&M costs. All fixed costs are, of course, excluded. 
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displace energy from fuel-burning plants (mostly coal). This out-of-band 
energy was valued at the variable operating cost of coal-fired power plants. 
Capital cost assumptions are shown in Table 3. A range of costs was 
assumed for the solar steam supply system since this is the cost element 
(along with fuel costs) that is instrumental in fixing the value of energy 
storage capacity. 
Performance Assumptions 
The performance of each power plant was determined using the Aerospace 
program "SSM." Power plant characteristics are listed in Table 4. 
3. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
3.1 Results 
Value of Storage 
The ma'rginal worths of energy storage capacity for power plants located 
at Inyokern are shown graphically in Figs. 7 through 9. Tabular data for all 
locations and demand factors are given in Tables 5 through 7. Some general 
observations concerning the results are as follows: 
• The value of the last unit of energy storage decreases as storage 
capacity increases. The reason is that as storage capacity is in-
creased the size of the solar steam supply system that can be justified 
economically does not increase in proportion to the l;i .. e of storage. 
Thus increasing the storage capacity does not result in a proportiona,te 
increase in solar-derived energy delivered to the demand band. 
• The worth of storage goes up as the cost of the solar steam supply 
system decreases and as the cost of backup fuel increases. Low-cost 
collectors and high-cost fuel both favor an increased fraction of 
energy delivered to the demand-band being solar. 
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Table 3. Capital cost assumptions 
Solar power plant 
Solar steam supply system, ($!m2 of collector) 
Power I!onversion system, [$!kW(e) 1 
Thermal energy storage system 
Delivery capa:bility [$!kW(e) I Storage capacity [$/kW'hr(e)] 
Combustion turbine [$!kW(e)] 
Low Reference 
120 150 
High 
180 
aThe'1e numbers have no influence on either t.he value of storage or the optimum storage ca:pacity. b The assumed cost of storage capacity does not affect the results concerning the value of storage capacity. 
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Table 4. Plant characteristics 
Plant type - central receiver thermal conversion 
Fractional ground coverage - 33.5% 
Generator capacity - 100 MW 
Generator efficiency - 36.2% 
Storage efficiency - 85% 
Prime reflector efficiency - 88% 
Absorptivity - 90% 
Emissivity - 95% 
Storage energy loss rate - O.Ol/hr 
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Fig. 8. Value of last unit of energy storage as a function of storage capaci.ty for intermediate load power plant (50% demand fa·ctor) at Inyokern. 
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Table 5. Effect of location on marginal worth of energy storage, base-load demand (100% demand factor) 
Cost conditions 
High fuel and low 
collector costs 
Reference fuel and 
collector costs 
Low fuel and high 
collector costs 
f"prage 
capacity 
(kW·hr/kW) 
2 
6 
12 
24 
48 
2 
6 
12 
24 
48 
2 
6 
12 
24 
48 
Value of last unit 
of storage added 
($/kW. hr) 
Inyokern Chicago Philadelphia 
38.60 
32.80 
25.70 
0.19 
o 
11.10 
9.00 
0.50 
o 
o 
0.75 
o 
o 
o 
o 
31. 70 
23.60 
10.45 
2.35 
o 
1. 92 
0.75 
o 
o 
o 
Oa 
Oa 
~ 
Oa 
Oa 
29.50 
22.10 
13.50 
4.10 
1.00 
5.10 
0.54 
o 
o 
o 
Oa 
rP 
Oa 
Oa 
Oa 
a For these cases the optimum collector size is zero. 
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Table 6. Effect of location on marginal worth of energy storage, 50% demand factor 
Cost conditions 
High fuel and low 
collector costs 
Reference fuel and 
collector costs 
Low fuel and high 
collector costs 
Storage 
capacity 
(kW·hr/kW) 
'I 
.. 
4 
6 
12 
24 
2 
4 
6 
12 
24 
2 
4 
6 
12 
24 
Value of last unit 
of storage added ($/kW·hr) 
Inyokern Chicago Philadelphia 
30.60 19.00 20.80 19.00 14.50 15.00 5.30 10.40 10.30 0.72 2.30 2.30 0 0.60 0.70 
7.30 5.33 3.30 3.50 4.20 2.00 1.50 3.40 0.90 0.25 0.90 0.16 0 0 0 
6.30 Oa Oa 
2.20 Oa Oa 
0.45 Oa Oa 
0.05 Oa Oa 
0 Oa Oa 
aFor these cases the optimum collector size is zero. 
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Table 7. Effect of location on marginal worth 
of energy storage, 25% demand factor 
Cost conditions 
Storage 
capacity 
(kW'hr/kW) 
High fuel and low 0 
collector costs 2 
6 
12 
24 
Reference fuel and 0 
collector costs 2 
6 
12 
24 
Low fuel and high 0 
collector costs 2 
6 
12 
24 
Value of J.ast unit 
of storage added 
($/kW'hr) 
Inyokern Chicago Philadelphia 
25.00 18.80 31. 70 
19.00 15.00 11.20 
1.70 2.63 4.70 
0.35 0.74 0.22 
0 0 0.10 
14.40 6.00 9.60 
8.20 2.40 2.90 
1.00 0.20 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
2.00 Oa Oa 
1. 70 Oa Oa 
0.68 Oa Oa 
0 Oa Oa 
0 Oa Oa 
a For these cases the optimum collector size is zero. 
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o For all locations and demand factors considered in this study., the 
marginal worth of storage is very low (zero for many cases) 
when energy storage capacity approaches a day (24 kW· hr /kW) • The 
i1nplication is that, even if energy storage were free, the amount of 
storage required would be one day or less for Iilost cases. 
o Although there are some exceptions., storl!.ge is generally WOrth more 
at "good" solar locations such as inyokern than at more average solar 
locations. 
QP.timulil AIIIount .Qf Energy S tQrage 
ASE"iDIing energy storage capacity can be obtained for $15!kW·hr, the 
optimum alilount of energy storage ranges from lkW·hr/kW for low-intermeiiiate 
load plants (25% demand factor) at Philadelphia to 15 kW·hr/kw far base .... load 
plants (leO% demand factor) at Inyokern.. These data, shown in Table 8, are 
bl!.s~d on the low solar steam supply cost ($120/m2 ) and the high baclwp fuel 
cast ($4!!/bbl). As noted previously, these cost conditions faver storage. 
Higher steam supply costs and lower fuel ·cQsts would cause the optililum stor-
age capacities to be less than those shown in Table 8. 
The value of energy storage is strqng;J.y d~pendent on the cost of the 
solar ste@!. liupply sYS1:eJiJ. aM On the cost of backup fuel. Far a given set of 
these COSt fllctors, tile optimum IU!IOllnt Of ~nergy storage is a function Of the 
cOlitof storage.. For the range of cost conditions and pqwerplant loclltiotls 
considered in this stud.y, them!!x~ I!!ilount of storllg~ capacity required WIlS 
intermedi"te"':J,oadpll1iits, the oP1::fjD1.liiI <!!IlOllnt ()f seotage capacity WIioS esti-
iIll!.ted to be less than 6 kW,. hr /!tW. (!)ther studies (see Ref. 3, for ~ample) 
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Table 8. Optimum amouj:lt of ene~gy storage for hagh fuel and low collector costs, 
storage cost = $15/kW·hr 
Opt:iJm.!In @lOunt of .. ... a storage Demand (kW·hr/kW) factor 
(%) Inyokern ChiCago PhlladetLPhia 
100 15.0 10.0 1.1.0 
50 4.5 4.0 4 .-'!)':" 
25 2.5 2.0 loG 
aRounded to nearest G • .5 kW· hr /kW. 
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indicate that intermediate-load solar power plants have the best economic 
potentiaL It is concluded, therefore, that the energy storage R&D program 
-, 
should focus on storage systems of relatively low capacity, i .• e., less than 
6 kW.hr/kW. 
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Paper 2-5 
SYSTEt-IS ANALYSES OF STORAGE IN 
SPECIFIC SOLAR THER!1AL POIVER 
APPLICATIONS 
H. M. bodd 
Systems Analysis, Division 5743 
.Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM 87115 
INTRQDUCTION 
The pur!:'>ose of this paper is te briefly eutline the solal" 
energy systems aniilyses efforts being conducted by Systems Analy-
sis Division III, 5743, at Sandia 1:,aberaterj.es, Albuque~que. 
Special emphasis will be plaeed on the thermal sterage aspects of 
various pregrams. 
This Sandia divisien exists primarily te p~c:wide systems 
analysis support te varieus greups in the Soliir Energy P~ejeets 
Department. Seme addj.tienal systems analysis and pregr<lIll manage-
ment is provided directly to DOE HeadqUarters. The analytieal 
efforts fe~ a prejeet tYPlciilly cetlsider a number ef pessible 
cenfiguratiens having cempenentsef variable size, perfermiince 
'and cest. Normally, the goal ef the analysis is te identify the 
specific Cenfigllratien whiCh yields the lO\'lest possible cest of 
the energy preduced. Of course, varieus constraints usually 
exist and ethe~ benefit measure!> (e.g. fessil fUel displacement) 
!!lay al.!3o play a rele in the allalysis. 
This paper prese'n·ts three approaches using optimization 
tedhniquesplus atl addieienal a~preach which attempts to discever 
qene~alhed result!; cencerning the apP'l'eFriate shes ef sola~ 
col1ecto~ and storage medi~ for ii given lead. The three QPUI!li.-
zation techniq<les either haVe therinal st()~age built into the 
molllel eJ:' Up ene Case) have a general sto.r",ge medule whieh can be 
repre!;~ntative ei tb.e~iil steFa,ge. 
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The first, and mathematically simplest, optimization model was developed as part of our involvement in DOE'S Solar Thermal Irrigation project. The second was developed for the Advanced Physical ~lethods Branch of the Division of Energy Storage Systems, DOE, and has the generalized storage module. The last, and most complex, analytical tool is presently being developed to assist Sandia's Solar Total-Energy Program Division. The additional effort is an internal activity which seeks to combine the above optimization tools with source/load cross-correlation analysis. Hopefully scmesimple, straightforward guidelines can be found to aid those not having access to large compaters or sabstantial budgets. 
Solar IJr:t'igC!.tip!l 
~
The systf'..InS support of the Solar Thepnal Irrigation Ji>rogram can best be cf!escribed as an applicationS aaaiysis effort. SJi>eci';' fically, the pit"imary goal is to ideatify the optimum mix ¢If collector area and t.hermal storage size for various gE!ographic lecatiens, irrigation practices and other pertiaent facters. Since the goal of the solar irrigation program is to make the selar system commeJ;'cia:Uy competi ti ve, the systems analySis must also identify those components which hC!.ve the greatest influenCE! on energy cests, and define appropriate performance/cost goals. 
Once aa agrieultura1. sHe is spedfied, the well depth and water reqliitements dete,rlniae the neeeSSi:lry PqIllP size. ThUs, fer this type e! problem, the ep'timization requires an.;llysis of a two deg'ree of freeGiom system: eollector area anGithemal storage siZe. The best combination of theSE! two va;riables is influenced by their cost a·aGi perfol:ltlaace ~d I3Y various econoIilic and al.ter-nate energy csnGiitions. Figure 1. shows the basie POt'ler floW fer tIle irriga;f;,ien coacept f:tom which the optimizC!.tion approaeh was constructe~. 
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Preliminary results from this study were recently published (ref. 1), and this paper_presents some additional findings relat-., 
ed to the utilization of thermal storage. For a set of nominal 
conditions characteristic of irrigation in the Southwest United 
States, Pigure 2 shows the effects of system size on energy 
costs, storage needs and the fraction of total annual load sup-
plied by the solar system. It ciln be seen that for small (20 kW) 
systems, thermal storage of 9-12 hou!:s yields a minimum life 
cycle COst of energy. At the other size extreme (500 kW), any 
addition of storage clearly increases energy costs. ThiS varia-
tion of storage needs with system size is apparently because the 
low power system is forced to spend a larger fraction of total 
capital investment on the 20 kW heat engine. By introducing 
storage the engine can be run for longer periods of time, 
effectively reducing the net cost per unit of energy prOduced. 
(, Sc;lla,r-loJechanic;alElnergy Stgrage ii 
The optimization procedures devel.:>ped under this program a.re 
mentioned llere to illustrat.e a case where all component.s through 
electricill generat.ion may need t.o be opt.imized. Fiq~e 3 shows 
this lumped parameter moqel which uses one year of hpurly insola-
tion and load demand qata fOr which up to seven independent 
v~iCl.bleS can be eonside,red. Tllese variables are indicated by 
the ,rect'llng,ular bpxes in the fig~re and a,re labeled with t.heili 
generic funetioh. 
tor a nortiinal set of economic eOfiditions alld eomponent eosts 
iMld perfo,riila.nce (rei/!. n, the role of storage was found t.o be 
strOngly inUuencedby a n~ber CPf vClri;ables. Sensitivities to 
solar eOlleetor anqstorage ecsts, alt.ernate energypr;i.ces and 
other parameters were £pund ~o be high. Fbi- example, Fig,ure 4 
IiIhcw!! hcpw alt.ernate pur~:llased energy pt:'iees and storage ecst 
va,riat.ions afJ;ectst.orage si~e fG,r 6pt;i.IiIized solar systems. The 
particular re!!ults shOwn are f(;jr a tC1ltal tracking focuseq 
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collector supplying a portion of the electrical needs of an 
average house in Albuquerque. While the particular storage con-
sidered was a flywheel, the same analytical technique can be 
applied to other storage types, including thermal storage. 
Sola.r 'rotal l;:p.er9Y 
The systems analysis supporting the Solar Total Energy Pro-
gram represents the most complex modeling of the efforts des-
cribed in this .paper. The degree of complexity is apparent when 
it is realized that beth multiple energy SOUirces and load demands 
may be a part of a total energy system, as indicated by the sim-
ple block diagram in Figure 5. The purpose 0f this analytical 
mOdel is to achieve a method0legy allowing seemingly diverse 
solar total energy systems to be 0bjectively cornpared. 
Specifically, the system eptimization approach allows up to 
six energy sources (four of which aire s0lar), three energy 
storage devices (two of which are themal), and. four types of 
load demands (el.ectrical plus 1Ulree levels of process heat). 
Figure 6 is a simplified power flow diagram for the general 
systern. Again, the rectang,ular boxes are the independent 
vairiables which mu.st be eptirnized., except in this figure each 
bex may h~ve multiple degrees of f:::eedctlm up te the n\lltlber in the 
lower right hand corner of each box. Thus, in the mest general 
case eleven independent variables will have to be optimized. 
The foul' types of sctllar collectors which can be evalu.ated 
individu.ally or simultaneou.sly inclu.de hig,h and intertne4i<lte 
temperature configu.r<itionJ;, a phetevcHtaic collector prGlducing 
only electricity and a concentra.tirtg PV system producirtg el.ec-
tric::! ty ~nd theimlal energy. These collectelrs are further cem-
pared to an on-site fO§l3U-fu.eled turbine and off'''"site generated 
elect1:"icity. Thit'ee steam tu.rbineiil (high, interrnediate and lew 
pressure) ma~' alse be a part e·f the pewer generating $Yiiltem.· 
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Finally, high temperature and low temperature thermal,.storage 
along with electrical storage (batteries) can be included. 
The optimization technique finds the combination of compo-
nents which satisfies the multiple thermal/electric loads at ~he 
lowest life cycle energy cost. Hourly insolation and loads for 
a complete year are used in the analysis. At present the com-
puter algorithms have been written and assembled, and test runs 
are now being made. Unfortunately, no sample results are 
available at this time. 
It must be emphasized that such large computer analyses 
should never be conside.red as general purpose tools having 
nearly universal capabilities. To the contrary, the numerous 
assumptions required to develop this methodology tend to severely 
restrict j.ts applicability. Howeve~r, for a special set of solar 
total energy systems this tool should provide meaningful com-
parative perfor.nance figUres, eniabling the more promising con-
cepts to be identified and analyzed more thoroughly by other 
techniques. 
CrQSe-dOrrelatiQn analysis 
This effort has attempted to determine if storage require-
ments can be easily predicted when time varying insolation and 
load dema·nds are known. If reliablere;Latienships can be found, 
simple rules of t;hwnb maY be used in place of large optimization 
techniqueS, at least in many applications. 
1'0 identif¥ the potential medts of such an appreach, an 
optimizatic,ln coge fQr.photQvoltaic systems (ref. 3) was exer'" 
cised for a number of insolation and load demand states. Three 
synthetic insolation/load relations we u·sed: first, r.ectangular 
power in and power oqt time histodes were aSl3umed; second, 
rectiinglllar j.nput was coupled to a sj.nusoigal output: and th.i.J:'d, 
'" 
" 
a sinusoidal input was used with a rectangular output. In addi-
tion, two brief real sets of insolation/load time histories 
were analyzed. 
For various time shifts between insolation and demand, the 
correlation function coefficient (i.e., the normalized cross-
covariance function) was calculated and the optimum storage re-
quirements for a stand-alone system were found. For this special 
case a good linear relationship between the correlation coeffi-
cient and storage size was found, and Figure 7 shows the combined 
results for all five insolation/load relations investigated. 
The normalized storage size is simply the storage capacity 
divided by the mean value of the load (amp-hours per kW for the 
battery storage system that was modeled). 
The results are sufficiently promising to warrant additional 
analysl:!s covering other solar collector and storage types utiliz-
ing load/demand time histories for extended periods (e.g., hourly 
data for a year). We hope to present any useful results found 
at a later date. 
Conclusions 
This brief paper has outlined the. spectrum of solar energy 
system optimization techniques presently available or under de-
velopment at Sandia, Albuquerque, with emphasis on thermal 
storage aspects. These tools are generally applications depen-
dent but have yielded meaningful results for the solar energy 
programs for. which they were intended. Additdonal results and 
further refinements are anticipated in order to provide con-
tinuing support of the respective programs. 
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I. GENERAL COMMENTS AND INTRODUCTION 
Th i s pa'per is a imed at answeri ng the ques ti ons: 
1. How much storag.e is optimal for a given system? 
. 2. How does hybridi~~tion affect storage requirements? 
3. What is the overall valu.e of storage to solar thermal 
electric plants? 
To answer these questions, we have examined how seasonal storage in 
particular should be utilized depending on the goals of a 
utility and the insolation available. Althoug:h soine of the 
results discussed here are specific to chemical storage for 
solar thermal electric plants, many of their impl icatiori~'i are 
believed to be valid for other forms of storage also. It is to 
be e.mphasized that the approach to the problem has been two-
prong.ed. The bul k of this wo.rk has been accampl ished with 
de tail e d cam p,u t er s i m u 1 a t i 011 S 0 fan G.p era t i ng sol a r plan t . But 
ta give further insig,ht into the value of storage in these 
applications, a~alytical approximations were also used; these have 
been clearly labeled as suc;h throughout this paper. 
In essence, it is found that providing HHJ% of any load from 
salar powe'r plates sever'er.equireJlII:!nts on companent si;;!ing. 
Relaxing the HIO% reCijuiremeilt ta 90% or sa allaws far greatly 
red'u'ce·d cam,ponent 
these companents. 
sizings and 
Discarding 
hi g,her util ;zatian hctors for 
solar energy to allow higher' utili-
zatiori factor'S on solar cam,pGn,ents is also faund ta be a gaad 
id,ea. The paint of Cijuickly diminishing returns on starag,e size 
for base lea d appl i ca ti oos is faund U fa 11 in the 1 @-3@-hour rang,e 
aver a wide variatia'n in solilr plant g.eogrgp'hical locatians. 
Furth,e'r, the scatter' in salilr plilnt campanent sizes i.s investigated 
over 12 years af insalatio'n data for one lacation. The field 
siZes vary by anly 1@-20%,but storag'e req'uirement rang,es over 
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II. STORAGE OF SOLAR ENERGY: HYBRID CENTRAL SOLAR/FOSSIL 
ELECTRICAL'GENERATION 
A. Objectives 
The objective of this study is to examine the "worth" of 
storage to a stand-alone solar electric plant. A stand-alone 
or grid-independent plant is one which must provide thli- entil"e 
loa,d for an,electrically isolated community. Thl'.·stand-alone 
plant may be either a pU.re solar plant or a solar/fossil hybrid. 
The optimal size a~d worth of storage for such a specific type 
of plant is .only one measure of the importallce of storage to 
solar electric plants in gen,eral., This paper diScusses the 
methodology,' presents preliminary results and offers some tenta-
tive conclusions. not o,nly about seasonal storage. but also about 
sto'rage in generaL 
B. M.thed of Analysis. Data and Goals 
A comp'uter model simulation of a, solar plant was 
developed. The,model 1l1cludes a fossi 1 fuel backu,p system 
which tan be tu,rned on as required to supply- part or all of a 
PQssi bly time-varying load. A cruci al part of this model is the 
solar power dispatching algorithm which allows for symbiotic 
c::ou,pling between the solar 'Clod .fossil parts of this hybrid sta,n,d-
alone pla'nt. The model steps throu,gh all entire year. hour-bY-hour. 
and examines both insolatio'n (raw solar power Clvaila.bility) and 
loa,d to deti!rmine hQw the I.oad will be satisfied a,nd whethi!r any 
energy ca,n be put into or remQved from storag,e. The fig,ure of 
merit is the busbar energy cost in the first year of operation 
of such a plant in mils per kilowatt-houlr. The solar plant model 
~ 
'. 
. 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
" 
I 
I 
I 
is linked to an optimization routine which varies pla~t component 
sizes (e.g .• storage size. maximum storage charge rate. number 
of mirrol'S. receiver size) against the amount of fossil fuel 
burned to yield an optimuM cost solution. Naturally, ~s the 
power handling and energy storage components increase in size. 
they increase in cost. Thus. the optimizer selects the proper 
amount of storage ~equired to make the hybrid Solar/fossil plant 
produce electricity at the lowest possible cost to the consumer. 
This optimization technique provides a tool for examining 
various solar energy storage~systems (thermal. latent and chemi-
cal) fOr diverse applications (daily. w~ekly Or seasonal storage). 
Chemical modes and ~xtehded (seasonal) storage were the main 
thrust of this study. Ih~particular. we examined an 5°2/5° 3/°2 system which stores th'~ oxygen generated while charging storage. 
The fossil fuel cost plays a pivotal part ilT determining the 
percent of solar involvement in such a Solar/fossil hybrid plant 
and. thus. the fuel escalation rate was left as a parameter fo~ 
which a reasonable spectrum was examined. 
Although we have made what we believe to be reasonable 
estimates for solar/storage coMj:lon~nt ·costs. a sensitivi.ty study 
has been initiated regarding those costs. Furth~r. the o,ptimum. 
sizes Of such components are known to be sensitive to insolation 
levels and availability an,d to load req.ui.rements. Prel imin,ary 
resYlts of these sensitivity studi~s are offered herein. 
the goal. then. is to 
conceptually in Figu,re·l. 
no,rmali~ed to the O% solar 
gen'erate data su'ch as thos~ shown 
~'ere the bu.sbar energy costs haVe been 
(1@0% fossil) c~sts. The solid line 
rep'resents . the cost of the least ~xp.ensi\,~ (optiMal) way to 
satiSfy a give,n percent of the total electrical energy (integrated 
load) from the solar plant. Deyo.lid a specific percent solar. it 
becomes economical (and even furth.er to th'e right. imperativia) to 
buy storag'~. TilUS. th,e point. S. divides the o,ptimal solutiops 
i.nto two parts: one w,hich refus·es stora'g~ and one which reqyests 
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it. The \owest cost of all represents the optimal economic design 
point. Any solution whose normalized cost ~ 1 is considered an 
economi~at solar solution. The 100% solar design point is the 
least e~~'ensfve way to provide all of the power from the sun. 
C. Sample Results and Preliminary Conclusions 
Table I shows a few of the optimal solutions for various fix~d numbers of mirrors (i.e., solar muliiples--a solar mUltiple 
of one is roughly just enough mirrors to provide 100 MW of 
electricity at noon on a cloudless June 21). T~ese results are 
based on 7.5%- fuel escalation (2.5% above a capital escalation 
rate of 5.0%).between 1976 an4 2015, the first year of operation. 
Relative electricity costs (normalized as in Figure 1) are given 
for hel iostat costs of $60 per square meter and $120 per squ.are 
meter. Tables II and III summariZe results for two years. 
Results show that the optimal solutions for this stand-alone 
system do not store en.ergy for extended periods of time (i .e., 
months), but rather ;use chemical storage prilnarily for evening 
and night loads. _ Yet plants wi th 1 ess than ten hqurs af storage 
can provide over 90% of the load from the sun. The reasons for 
this surprising result lie in the laad and insolation data used. 
The rather uni,form d.aily load fluctu·ations (the night loads are 
low and the daytime loadS match the insolation somewhat) coupled 
to the exeel1ent weather at Inyokern have elnphasi~ed the daily 
storage asp'ects of this plant. 
In order to uftderstan~ mare fully the results and implica-
ti on s 0 f the pre v i ou s wor k (e s pe cia 1 1 y for 1 a r g!e sol a rim pac t s) , 
more detailed computationC!l work wa.s carried aut. Two differe,nt 
mo des 0 fl'J laon t op t i mizC! t i on were Pll rs u'E!d cor res pon ding to tWCi) (at times) diverSE! goals. i 
1. 
". 
The fi.rst mod'e was to maximize the sOhr output of the pl ant 
with eeonomic considerations taken to be important but 
second,ary to that pl"iillary gaal. Figure 2 shows the SOlar 
201.1 
, 
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output ·(as a percent of the fixed. total energy requirements 
of the load) as G function of the mirror area (solar multi-
ple) in a nominally 100 MWeplant. The solar multiple which 
could provide just e~ough energy to satisfy 100% ~f the load 
from the sun is seen to be 2.63. This is called the critical 
"" . 
solar multiple. Figure 3 shows the hours of storage capacity (at full plant output) which the plants defin~d by Figure 2 
require." 
The extreme peaking of the storage requirement near the 
critical solar multiple is one indication that maximization 
of solar.penetration at all costs may cause some unusual 
~esign and cost problems. Mirror fields up to a sola' ./ ". 
. 
.Ultiple of 2 (76% of the critical solar multiple) have 
modest storag.e requirements (less than H) hours at full 
pIa n t ou tp u t )ib uti n the ran .ge of 2 - 3 . 5 solar mu lt i pI e , 
stllrage requirements are dramatically larger. Electricity 
costs also rise near the critical solar multiple and reach 
a local minimum once the storage requirements can be reduced 
near a solar multiple of 3-3.5. lhe costs peak sharply n,ear 
the critical solar multiple, chiefly due to the storage 
capaci ty requi rement increaSe. 
Beyond the critical solar multiple, eco,nomic considerations 
become more important since IQO% solar can be accomplished 
• 
in many ways; w'hile at and below the critical solar multiple, 
components were sized such that no energy can"be discarded 
at all. The ability to discard energy in many w.ays at these 
larte!" solar multiples allows economic cansid~rations to 
come into play. IndeEl<l, storage is traded OTT for more 
mirrors yielding a lower cost result. Table t sho·.·.s this 
minimum-cost 100% solar""system to have a mlnlmUm near a sOla~multiple of 3.5 for mirrors costing $60/M2 and"near 
3.0 for mirrors c;:oSting $120/M 2 . For thiS reaso~, should 
o,n,e want to provide lQQ% of some load with sCilar, the 
field must be overl;Hed (SM > SM critical) IInless 
mirrors are very expensive. Qf course, in this latter 
case. the plant mig,ht never be b,uilt i~ the first place. 
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2. The second mode of plant optimization was to minimize the 
busbar energy cost (from pure economic considerations) with 
the secondar~ goal of emphasizing solar involvement. The, 
solar involvement was assured by picking a moderately high 
backup fuel escalation rate of 7.5% per year between now and 
the first year of operation. Figure 4 shows the percent 
solar versus solar multiple for this economic optimization. 
The curve is very close to that in Figure 2 except that it 
is somewhat lower throughout. Instead of reaching 100% 
solar at any point. it is slowly and asymptotically approaching 
it. Note that a solar multiple of 2.5 gives better than 
90% solar. Figure 5 shows the greatly reduced storage 
requirements for this system. 
still peaks near the critical 
The storage requi rement 
solar multiple. but it is 
nOwhere near as ~harply peaked and the value is 4% of th~ 
peak shown in Figure 3. These relaxed storage requirements 
also yield much lower cost solutions. albeit with less than 
100% solar production. The busbar energy cost at the critical 
solar multiple for this hybrid (providing better than 90% of 
the load) is less than half that of the pure solar plant. 
~.- ,. - - .. -.- ... 
This is a classic example of how discarding energy in a 
'solar plant can make for a much more economical solution. 
In' general. for any plant which can purchase backup fuel or 
electricity at reasonable cost. it is ,good economic policy 
to discard sizable amounts of solar energy. This is due to 
the variable nature Of solar energy. Buildfng components 
big eno,u'9,h to accept all the availabl e solar energy at all 
times of the day and year tends to have systems with 
uneconomi c (law) utnizati on factors. Whil e these results 
are not universally appJicable due to the s,pecific nature 
~f the load and use of superior insolatio,n from Inyokern. 
they are representativeJijf results fOr a broad class of 
applications a,nd 1Ci)cations. the conclusion then is that if 
one allows hybridizatio,n down to a level of 90% solar (10% 
fossil) storag,e capacities can be greatly redu,ced with 
appreciable cost reductions from 10(:)% solar solutions. 
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III. ANALYTICAL APPROXIMATION: STUDY OF 
THE VALUE OF ENERGY STORAGE 
A. Gen~ral Comments 
The results discussed above were based on specific insolation 
and load data and a numbet of assumptions related to subsystem 
cost and performance. It is reasona,ble to speculate whether 
there is some general truth in the answers or whether the results 
are dependent on the specific load.:i~solation. performance and 
cost assumptiDns. In order to more clearly and directly investi-
gate performance tendencies. than is possible with detailed:simula-
tions. we have .initiated a parallel effort to exa~in~ storage 
system performance and utilization using a simplified analytic 
model rather than the detailed simulation. SoMe initial results 
are discussed below. 
B. HDurs of Storage-Definition 
A general point of confusion regarding storage is the ' 
definition of an hour of storage. Th,e definition used in these 
studies is that one hour of storage is the equivalent of the 
amount of thermal (or chemical) energy which (upon diseharge from 
storage and through a turbine) could produce the rated eleetrical 
caPilcity of that turbine fOr one ho,u"..Thus. the number of hours 
of storage available at any ~ill1e is in n,o way a function of: 
1 •. How long that energy has beeni n stora·g.e • 
2. How long it took to charge stc:>rilge. 
3. How long it has been since storage was last chargee:! or 
discharged. 
4. W,hether the next discharge will be at full c,a.p.acity or 
not. 
5. How many hours one could satiSfy some time-varying load. 
no 
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Thus, as is often the case for variable load simulations,
10 hours of storage could provide the load for the next 20 hours
if that load were low enough. Likewise, 8 hours of storage may
have been charged many weeks previous and only now discharged.
C. Difference between the Energy-in Storage
and the Energy from Storage
The energy in storage (EIS) is just the hours of storage as
defined above. The energy from storage.(EFS) in any given time
period is just the difference ( or differential) between the
energies in storage before and after that time period.
3' y
.FPS(J)	 EIS(J	 -	 1)	 -	 EIS(J)
This is similar to saying that the energy from storage is
to th e time derivative of the energy in storage.
E^
proportional
In essence,	 for cases which have true seasonal-type storage,
} the energy in storage can be written as
	 the sum of several	 cyclic 
terms.
EIS(t) 0 +	 C I (t)	 + C 2 (t)	 +	 ...	 +	 Cn(t
For the sat.e of sp.ecific'ty,
	 we have taken the time-varying terms
to correspond to daily, weekly and ann ua l	 "portions"	 of storage.
(These are cpncePtuai
	
"portions"	 only, meainin,g the part of a
E iarge storage unit which c an be thought of as-satsfying daily,
! weekly or seas 'ona'l	 needs.)	 Ignoring phase factors,	 since	 the
F frequencies are so diverse., 	 and using sine functions as a first
_X
approximation, we ca n taketi
r	a1.5 .(t) .T^`	 p	 + sin w t) + C O + sin w t)a'( ^ 	 °f'	 S^^ .411 t ^	 +	 D( l 	r)	 ' 	^ .
! 
I 
i 
I 
. i 
, 
: " 
the seasonal, weekly and diurnal storage cor;~fionents and (Ill' (Il2' (Il3 are the frequencies. Figures 6-8 show an example of such a 
function where A • 125 hours, 8 = 2.5 hours and C • 5 hours. For 
true seasonal storage, A » B + C, but this does not mean that 
most of the energy supplied by the plant comes from storage in 
the seasonal sense. In fact, 
'EFS(t) a(dEdItS) = A t + B t + C t (Ill cos (Ill . (Il2 cos (Il2(1l3 cos (Il3' 
and we see that tlie energy from storage may wl!ll be d'ominated by 
0[:,1,1y storage if C(ll3 » A(Ill + B(Il2' This is, indeed, the case 
even fOT simulations which appear to be storing seasonally. 
Figures 9-11 show these derivatives (representing the energy from 
storage) for the salile function as in Fig,ures 6-8. (Although sine 
functio·ns were used in the above analysis, any differentiable 
cyclic fu·ncti·ons wo'uld yield the nme general result.) 
D. Value and Utilization of Various Storage Capacities,. Daily through Seasonal 
If we assume that the value of a givr:n "part" of storag,e is 
in some way proportional to the number of times it is used, then 
we have an interesting result. The largest part of the storage 
capaci tyis for seasonal st.orage(A » B + C) ,but that is the 
part w,hich is least used: That is tn,e reason t.hat., given a 
choice of building more storage ca,pacity or b,urrifng Iilore fossil 
fuel, any optimizer tries to stOlP sh,ortof sease,nal storage even 
beye'nd the critical solar multiple. In this regard, II parillileter 
study was p'erformed to lfieasu're the energy from storag,e for plants 
that were optimized, but had their sit@ra'g,e ca,pacity held fixed. 
!lne expects the total energy 'frolm (or thro'ugh) storage to be a 
menoto'nically increasing. function of hou,rs of storage but with 
an ever decreasing slope. This is, indeed, the case a,nd the 
slop'e of that curve is exactly the frequ'en'cywith which a given 
"part" of sto,rag,eis us~d. These results have been confirmed by 
• 
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examining simplified load and insolation models and calculating 
the exact energy from storage under those conditions. Effects 
included ~re differing night and day loads and variable lengths 
of night. 
This point is best illustrated by Figure 12. Here we see 
the energy fro~ storage (i.e •• not directly from the receiver) 
for an entire year versus the number of hours of storage. The 
load has been idealized til be conshnt and the insolation bimodah-.-
. either at sOme set level during the day or zero at night. The 
l'ength of night has been assumed to v!!.r,ysinusoidally during the 
year from 8 to 16 hours (as it doeS very nearly in reality). 
the initial linear part of this curve has a slo'pe of 365 as the 
first 8 hours of stora'ge are useful every nig,ht of the year. 
then. the slo'pe reduces to ,zero over the ,region of 8-16 hours of 
storage. This latter value corresponds to the ~aximu~ amo,unt 
of stora,ge ever needed on the longest nig,ht of winter. When 
co~puter simulations using real insolation and load curves are 
used to g,enerate this sa~e plot. the res,ult is almost identical. 
the main difference is th,at for seasonal storage cases. the slope 
redllces toone (rather th~n zero) beyond 16 hours arid only goes 
to zero for mush 1 arger storag,e sizes. The slope of one mea'IlS 
that this "part" of sto,rage is used only once in 365 days (i .e .• 
seasonally). 
This type of inhrmation on the utility. of stonge coupled 
to a backup fue 1 cos t( or a competitive so la r pro'posa 1) maY 1 nd 
to being able to size storage correctly without detailed 
dispatching c,o,nsideratio,ns. but rather o'n a ~ore global e,conol'nic 
basis. 
E. sahnce of Marginal Value of En,ergy-Handling CompOnents 
PO,r any credib1 e fuel escalation rate there occu'rsa limit 
on the eco,nomical w,orth of providing any more of the load from 
.c>.,'. . .. -.,.'.: 
the sun. At this marginal value point we have discovered both 
mat(bgmatically and computationally that the marginal value of 
energy for all components in the plant are constants and equal to 
the marginal cost of fossil fuel backup energy. @f co~rse, this 
balanc~ holds only for components whase function is energy related. 
Thi s genera 1 result llIay be of great interest to those who wi sh to 
develop "rules of thumb" for storage Sizing and utilization. 
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IV. COMPUTAtIO·NAl SIMULATION OF tHE VAlUE OF 
STORAGE AT VARYING LOCALITIES AND YEARS 
The 'most recent segment of this work has been the exa,mination 
of the value of storage with insolati9.n data for diverse geo-
graphical locations. to date. Albuquerque. Miami. New York and 
Madison (Wisconsirl) have been used. To avoid the clutter Of 
load dissimilarities betwee.n these locations. only baseload 
(constant lOad) cases have been run. Most variable loads (as 
were dIme for Inyokern. above) wi 11 y'leld the same generill 
results but perha.ps will requi re even 1 ess sto.rage. 
As was ex.pected. storage requirements and mirror field 
sizes differ greatly between these locations. As one measure o·f 
this. ta,ble IV Sh,ows the critical soliir multiples and the storage 
required at these solar multiples to satisfy HIO% of a baseload 
by solar power. Albuquerqu,eclearly has the most sunshine as its 
criticalosolar multiple is th,e lowest by far. However. Miami 
must have more seas.o'nil11y lev,el solar energy since its storage 
requirements ilre lo.est. 
Figu.res 13 and 14 show the percent of this basel.oad which 
coul d be satisfied by solar in Albuquerq,ue versus hours of stOrage 
(Over three orders of mag,nitud'e). This is shown for several 
mirror field sizes clustered abOut and in,cl ud,ing the critical 
solar multiple. Figure 14 shows the same diltap)otte.ct on an 
eXPil,",d~ct sc~le. Here •. the point is show,n cl~ar1y th'at a point 
of quickly diminishin,g retyrns is rea.ched at aboyt 20 hours oT 
stOrage. At s torag'e cilpacit i es beyondthi s. there is little 
performance to be gil i ned ~ t the 1 ower fie 1 ct size 5. At 1 ~ rger 
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J field sizes. another few percent solar can be generated but only 
at the expense of 10-40 times the storage capac'lty. The maXimum J 
$.' . , 
storage that this baseload plant could ever use is 845 hours. 
the value required at the critical solar multiple and 100% solar. 
As before. if 100% solar is required. the best way for this to 
be accompl ished is by oversizing the field sl ightly in order to 
reduce storage requirements dramatically. These same general 
tendencies are s.hown in Figures' 15. 16 and 17 fo·r Miami. Madison 
and New York. respectively. 
To get a first measu~e of the yearly differences in insola-
tion and its impact on storage requirements. 12 years Of data (l953-1964in,clusive) have been examined for Albuquerque. The 
critical field size ranges from a low of 4.69 in 1953 to a high 
of 5.51 in 1957.' The critical field storage requirements range 
from a low of 594 ho,urs in 1963 to a hig,h of 1143 hours in 1957. 
Table V summarizes all of thase critical field size results as 
well as the yearly totals of di fect normal insolation .. 
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'Figure 6. Altbough seine fune·tions were chosen for simplicity., 
an;y periodic f,unction could be used to represent the seasonal 
amount o~ energy in storage. The bread'th in this curve is due to the lower amplitude, h'igher frequency components corresponding to dai~y and· week1!y varia,tions of the energ;y iit storage. Here 
we have taken the seasona,iI. component of storage to be 250 hours, 
weekly 5 hours,. and daily 10 hours. This plo.tcovers an entire yea,r (begining in the summer) while figure 7 and 8 plot the same function for periods of roughilv a month and. a wf!ek. 
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Figure 7. 'I1Itis is again the idealized energy in storage for a 
plant which sto,res "seasonally", but covering only the first 
month of this year (perhaps July). This was a favorable solar 
month since there is more energy in storage at the end of the 
,month than -at the begining, despite the daily and weekly os-
cila,tions. The four weekly cycles are now clearly visible. 
These might be due to weekend load reductions. 
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Figure 8. Once again the, energy in storage but .for now for the 
first week in, Ju!ly. llhe seasonal trend .is d'iscernable on this 
scalie and the wt'ekly va,ria,Uon is cliearly seen. llhe' main feature 
is the daUy var'ia·ti.")n o.f energy in storage to provide the n.ightly 
loads. 
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Figure 9. , This plot may at first seem too broad to have any
meaning,, quite the opposite is true. It would be expected to
be broad since many different discharge (energy from storage
>0) andieharge (energy from storage <0) rates are used during
.a year for in fact during any one day). The most interesting
feature is that the energy from storage does not peak signifi-
cantly in the winter as one might expect, this is since the
derivative is everywhere dominated by the highest frequency
term, the daily variations.
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TABLE V. EXAMINATION OF YEAR TO YEAR VARIATION IN 
INSOLATION AND COMPONENT SIZES IN ALBUQUERQUE 
Critical Direct Normal Critical Storage InsOlati~n Solar Size Year 
. (kWhr/m) Multi p1e (hours) 
1953 2813 4.69 758 
1954 2843 4.64 712 
1955 2705 4.92 674 
1956 2781 4.71 698 
1957 2396 5.51 1144 
1958 2515 5.26 906 
1959 2613 5.01 768 
1960 2604 5.05 845 
1961 2655 4.94 950 
1962 2730 4.87 925 
1963 2654 4.94 594 
1964 2651 4.98 807 
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Paper 2-7 
CRITERIA FOR SELECTI<W OF THE 1HERMAL S'I'ORAGB 
SYSTEM FOR 1HE 10 loI'I(e) S)LAR POWER PLANT 
TO BE BUILT IN BARS'I'OW, CALIRlRNIA 
February 14, 1978 
Lee G. Radosevich 
Sandia Laboratories 
Live_re, california 94550 
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1be Department of Energy (OOE) has recently completed the design 
selec:tion of a 10 Mf(e) Solar Central Receiver Power Plant to be built 
in Barstow. California. The pilot plant design was selec:te\i based on 
studies conducted by Boeing. Honeywell. Mlp-tin Marietta .and M:Donnell 
Douglas. These studies inclujed the conceptual design of a c:oomercial 
size plant and a pilot plant scalable to the c:cmnercial plant and the 
design and testing of subsystem research experiments to verify concept 
feasibility. Hopeywll. Martin Marietta and M:Donnell DouglaS each 
IT 
proposed system designs c:onsisting of the collec:tor. receiver. theI'lllal 
storage. master control and elec:trical power generation subsystems 
while BoeiDg studied only the collec:tor system. 
As part of the design selection process. Sandia as teclmical 
tnaDager of these pilot plant projects performed a teclmical and ei:cmanic 
evaluatiOn Of eacll design. The wrk described here Stimlarizes the 
procedUre. Gl'iteria and methodology used for the selection Of the 
themal, storage subsystem. 
Three storage des~gns were prcIpOsed for the 10 MV'(e) solar central 
receiver pilot plant. All designs use the sensible heat conCept for 
storing thermal energy. 'J!he designs differ in that they ~loy various 
CCIIIbinations Of liquids and solids in series tanlcS as, the storage med~. 
'Ibe !XIIi&inat~onsgive riSe to different m&:ldJiun storage tenqJeratures and 
hece different max~ tdlJ4lEirBtureS of steam prncbJC!ed fTom stol'llg(!. 
'J!he ~ll ImIglas the1'mIll storage subsystem (Pigure 1) eq,loys 
~ llquld (palone Hl' .... 3 heat tran$fer flqid) $114 SCilid (TOclc/S(IDd) 
stonge meCJi. with the thetmoGUne pri.nciple appUedto stol'e both hot 
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and cold storage media in the sane tank, In operation, heatiDg of the media 
isachievecl by remcwing colder fluid frr.IIl the bottan 1)£ the tank, heatiDg it 
in a heat eatehanpr with stealll fran the receiVer and retuming the fluid to, 
the tap of the tank. For heat extraction, the process is reversed. 
The Miartin Mlrietta thetmal stoTage subSystEm (Figure 2) is a t\oro- . 
stage sensible heat storage system using oil (Caloria Hl'-43 heat tranSfer 
fluid) in the main stage lind an irwrgtlitic salt (UITEc) in the sqperheat 
stage. lnaperatidn, heattng of the media is acltieved by removing cold.eT 
fluid f:i:am one tank,heatiDg it in a heat exclIanger with steam from the 
i'eGeiver, lind ~tutnifIg it to a se¢tlnd tank. For heat mt'aCtion, the 
ProGess is reverse4. Operation of the oil and salt stages is similar. 
TIie Hon~i1 thermal storage subsystem (Figure 3) is a two-stage 
sensible heat stot'llge systtlll using an Oil/rock therJfIOOline in the ma.ih 
stage and an inorganic sdt in the superheat stage. This cklstgfi, wbj¢h 
1IIils pi'apoSed subsequent to the ~llation of the HoneyWell latent he!lt 
storage, experiDlBilt, contains featuTes of both the ~ll flougbls and 
~in Mltietta designs. 
'the evaiuation .procedure for selectiOJl of the tl\e1'lll8l storage design 
is shawn in FiFe 4. The procedure included an evaluation of both 
eontractor defined systt1!llS and 5l!flclia. defiJte4 m,i.x: andJll!lt¢h syst_. Cost/ 
perfOrD!llnC8 re~ts for the COiIIIIercial plantsysteD\ll were derived lIStng 
eontractor cost aM. perfOl'llllmCe data as well. as ~y variations in the data 
which resulted fran the teQbnj.cal IIIIIi econaIIj.c evaluation. 
Selection,~iteria used in the eva,luation ])rcx:ess (Fisure S) are 
-, \' ~ 
we!illtecJ 1/3 fot:~cial pl~t, 1/2 for pilotpl@t and 1/6 for 
comiidenGe i;rl des~. Witbin each g~ra1 Cll:tegory additional weightings 
251 
wre established. Based an these criteria seveTal key issues wre 
identified during the technical and ecortanic evaluation. 'Jibese issues 
(Figure 6) were used along with the other selection criteria to arrive 
at the final design rec:aDlllmdation. 
Since WilJlercialplant aost/perfOl'lll8J1Ce was a key issue and is of 
partiCUiar interest to this workshop the remajning discussion SUIIIIIIlrizes 
the cost/perfcmnanee I!D8lysis (Figure 7) used to support the design 
selection. The basic $JlPIoacl1 in this III18lysis was to wculate the 
.~fect of thel1Dal storage subsystelll cost and perfOl'llllP\Ce on system 
busbar energy cost for cc:mercialsize plants. The analyses inGl~ 
parametric analyses w!1ich investigated several storage/TtiCeiver config~··'· 
utaticns. cost. storage "aPacity. solar III11tiple (a measure of the 
beliostat fieldllbili.ty to Gbarge stOl'llge), and dispatch strategy. In 
the cost/perfotllllnGe 8I1Illys15 eIlGh stGrQge COJl(!ept was represented by 
sevel'lJl Gh;ll'8Cteristics (F:iguTe 8) ij1 a power plant sinulation JlM)del 
@efetence 1). Thismdel . ea1crulated the annual planteleetrical energy 
output for six ,pilant cOnfigurations (Figure 9) in addition to all the 
contrac:tot proposed systems. 
Perfol'lllBllCe parameter studies (F:igure lO) were candUeted on storage 
~ity (l.. 3. s. 7. 9hoursl. solar IIIl1tiple* (1. 2. 3) and dispatch 
strat~ies.· the SUh following diSpatch strategy minimizes en~ prochJc-
tionby operating dir~tly frliln the receiver whenever possible; 'hence. 
*A som IIIl1tiple of one represents 'tlle si;e of the mirror field requited 
to p~e thepl$Jlt ratedoutp\:ltwhen operating 4ireetly:,.ftom the 
receive:r at the plant 4esigh POint. 
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storage usage is redix:ed. The pe!llt shaving dispatch strategy uses 
storage to meet a peak evening demand;hense. storage usage is inCreased. 
1be results of the annual perio1'lllllllGe calculation are combined With 
the cost data in an eeOnaDic 1IIOde1 (Reference 2) to derive a levelized 
li!lsbllr energy cost. COst paralDeter studies (Figure 11) included contras-
tor cost estimates. Sandia· adjusted estimates based on an evaluation of 
contracttOr cost data and uncertainties of :I: 10. :I: 201 about both contrac-
tor and adjusted estimates. A tYPical result (Figure 12) displays a 
GalpariSoll of Systems 4. 5 and 6 for 7 hours of storage and a solar 
multiple of 2. The figure shOws the change in system energy costs as 
contt'astor stOi'ilge SUbsystem cost estimates are varied. The Mcllonnell 
Douglas storage sUbsyStem which gave the lowest system energy cost is 
taken as zero refereme. 
In S\IiIIIar)' (Figure 13). the selectiOll of the thel'lllBl storage sub-
system for the Barstow pilot plant emsidere4 a variety of tecbJtical I!J1IJ 
ecoiIIIIIic factors. lMlulation procedures an4 the lllethodology required for 
the cost/pel'f01'!lllUlCe lPUllyses wre developecl. The lllethodology developed 
1IIllShighly usefUl to the sele¢tj,on process I!nd with suitablemadification 
will be ..,lqyecl fO'r 1:lle~. hybrid. $II 1.iJlear fOGqS _tral. 
receiver coneepU under $tudy. 
1. "S"roABC" Solar 'I'hennai&eetric AnIlualEnergy Gal~tor JloGuiDImtation." 
s.nd1a Laboratories Report SANt>77~8Z78 •. Jqtwary1978. 
2. ,~~ ~c Ailalysi$ ~l for Solar lUe¢tric Power Pl8l1U." 
Sandia14boratories Report SAND77-8Z79. J~ 1.978. 
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Need for Specific Requirements 
By Storage System Development Teams 
The subject of this presentation concerns the need for a set of guidelines prior to the initiation of a storage technology develorxnent effort that is aimed at satisfying the requirements of a range of solar power applili:ations. I intend to introduli:e these requi rements, show a few examples, and hopefully stimulate some thoughts for discussion both this afternoon and parUcularly at the ,plenary sess i on tomorrow. 
The flpJ,'; of storage system development is presented in ngure 1. Earl ier Larry Gc,rdon i'ndicated the process of s'ystem studies, concept development and tech{l'Jlogy val idation leading to a state of techn010gy readiness. The feedbali:k fr0m the appl ication sect0r has been added to c10se the loop. 
I 
m 
I 
D 
n 
H 
~, J.I, 
There are tw0 points in the flow where input fr0m the application sect0r. is ? critical. lihe first occurs when a general range 0f system requirements 1S ~, provided, ind uding parameters such as temperature range of interest, nomina 1 , power 1;eve1s, a rep,resentative range of storage durations, and programmatic . : targets of schedule and cost. From these inputs, numerous sens ible, latent 1 . and thermochemical teli:hno10gies are coarsely screened for genera1awpl icability. ~I By considering a representative system applicaUon, in this case a solar thermal power system, lIs·ab1ack box, the coarsely screened storage tech- J . nologies a,re perturbed to identi fy those sped fi c technologies whi ch best i fit the reference appHcaUon. Whe.re the most promisi ng concepts requi re development, aprogralil can be initiated to develo.p and validate the tech- Ii no10gies within the schedula,r and cost constra ints of thepr0gralllllatic tar-
_ gets. 
The second critical feedback occurs illll1ediately pd0r to the initiaUon of large-sca Ie deve ]'opment .. Here deve10pment becomes appreci,ab ly more eXJ!lens i ve; and refinement of the reference ap!!ll ication, as well as the i,niti.ati-on of a study to evaluate those c0ncepts under deve10pment a'nd alternatives to those concepts f0r eventual end use w0ul d be p.rudent. The SC0pe 0f the vaHdati0n effort can n0W be determ,ined, and ea,rlier system studies can be flexed by treating a st0rage C0nli:ept as a black b0x and perturbing the remainiing sub-systems to evol ve the beSt s01 ar/st0rage inte.gra ted system. 
In the previous figure all 0f the requirements needed by development teams to brin.g it techn010gy to a state 0f readiness were discussed. Figure? ~uifma,rizes these requirements. 
Solar thermal program pri.orities and targets a,re needed; not so much with respect to va,r;,0us el ernents '0f the sol a,r therma 1pr0grarn but rather wi th respeli:t to the need for st0rage subsys tems. For whi ch sys tem lIPP 1 ica ti0n is storage sybsys tem deve lopment needed m0st; and by when? 
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System studies are needed to: (1) identify specific storage system charac-teristics, operational requirements and devel.?pment requirements; (2) evaluate 
. developed concepts for vaHdation, (and de.~jde what constitutesvalidation)i and (3) evol ve the best solar/storage integrated system;; 
, 
Throughout the process, the mutual interaction of all participants in the solar thermal, the powe.r generation and the storage cofilllunities is of course needed. in order to afford the solar thermal powe.r alternative its best'chance. 
Figure 3 graphically depi.cts the need for early guidelines from the solar thermal appl ication sector. Listed at tlie top of this figure are those appl i-cations that require. or may require, some amount of thermal energy storage. There are, of course, several variations of system application withi:n each category. Candidate conversion systems and somewhat a·rbitrary ranges of storage duration are shown at the front and top of the matrix blOck, respec-tively. 'Fhe storage technologies categorized by larry Gordon and Taz Bramlette, make up the length of the block. Obviously, a storage teehnology program would not encompass each application sector, nor even groupings of sectors, with equal emphasis at the same time. 
. 
The Solar Thermal Office of the mOE-SOLAR did provide a matrix of system apptications, power conversion options and duration requirements about a year aga. Based in large part on this matrix, the storage program for solar apptications't;hrust' that larry Gordon reviewed was inHiated. 
" This matrix should peri,adkally be updated to refl:ect program re-evaluations and redi.rections, and prioritiZed torenect current emphasis and schedular constra ;,nts • 
The milestone sche.dule chart presented in figure 4 i~ meant simply ta serve as an example of the need for a time frame in whkh todevelop a technalogy. ThiS particular cha,rt refers to the industrial appHcati·ons sector iin which concepts will be developed i,nitially fol" near-term ap.pl ications. 
Given a system application milestone, such as (5), i'n which a demonstration of the.nnal energy stara.ge for industrial appl:i¢ations would be ilnitiated by the end use applicaUon sector, the entire developmentpracess of system studies, concept develo!'lment and technolagy validation was projected such that the transfer of those respective technolog.ies correspanded to that IfInestone. 
. 
With respect to the sola,r thenna] program, milestone (5) could refer to the 
'illittatian Of conce!'ltual designs for a pilot plant or the i,nitiUion of large-scal,e systems eX!'leriments i'n any of the central or dispersed !'lower applications. MHestane (4), on the other hand could be an experiment on the arder of the Sl,Ibsystem Research Expe.ri.ments for the Basel ine 1·0 MWe Pilot Plan.t program, or a test in the Solar Total linergy System Test paci) ity at Salldia-Ubuquerque. III any clise, validations of the storage system tech., IlQlogy must be made prior to consideration of that concept in a system demon-stra,Uon. 
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Figure 5 is an example of the system study requirement needed to guide a storage deve Iopment prog·ram. Thi s partieul ar study, done by Boeing Engineering and Construction (BEC), examined various sensi,ble. latent and therilloehemical storage concepts in relation to a referet1€e solar centriil power system which used a closed cycle Brayton powe.r cenversion system. 
'Jihe referenee system had a six hour requirement fer extended operation. 
Although several assumptions were required to provide subsystems and system cost and performance estimates, B.LC. concluded the following: 
(1) rhe sensibl e heat storage scheme with Mg(J) bricks ina 
welded steel vessel was the best of the available teeh-
nologies. 
(2) 
(3) 
rhe therrnechemfcal concepts, with inherent transport and thennodynamic cha,racteristics, offered the most fl,exi:bility. 
The latent heat concept offered the best cost advanta.ge at the storage dUration of interest. 
An interesting i,ncl usion to the study was made by Prefessor Gini, University of Graz, Austria, vlhe estimated that a prestressed east iron vessel weuld reduee the cCllntai,nment cost ef the sensible heat scheme by 50-pereent, re-
. suIting in about a 33-pereent reduct;en of storage system costs. 
These kinds of studies are needed to direct the devel'epmen,t of storage tech-nel,ogies for the entire spectrum of sol,a,r thermal .applications. The need for real werkiing relationships among all interests in solar power generation ts also ebvleus. 
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